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It.  AH»TRACT 

As part of the  overall program to modernize the government owned,  company 
operated army ammunition loading and assembly plants,  it is planned  to 
develop fully  automatic equipment to manufacture non-electric detonators 
at the rate of 1200 per minute.    This  survey of literature sources  and 
industry was undertaken to discover  techniques and equipment  that may be 
applicable.     Current production  rate   in the  loading plants using semi- 
automatic equipment  is about  52 per minute with one system used at  Lake 
City AAP capable of about  300 per minute.     Methodology and  equipment  is 
available  to achieve the 1200 per minute rate after some development 
work  in the  jreas of conditioning raw explosives,  accurate metering of 
explosive charges,   safe consolidation  rates,  automatic  inspection for 
flaws  in cups,   automatic functioning  tests   (on-line),  barricades to 
protect equipment and personnel  and  to avoid propagation of an explosion, 
and remotely  controllt-d trouble  shooting devices. 

Specific recommendations include:     (1)  use design concepts based on con- 
tinuous motion of  individual,  captive,  oriented workpieces with endless, 
rigid transfer  system and multiple  tool modules   (quick-change)   on rotary 
turrets processing RUMTOttl workpieces  simultaneously;   (2)  use mechanical 
presses with  toggle  or  BLISS "Powerbar"  linkage for consolidation,   cup 
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SUMMARY 

■ 

A survey of six months duration was made to find tech- 

niques and equipment for fully automatic, production, 1001 

inspection and packaging of non-electric detonators at a rate 

in excess of 1200 per minute. 

The detonators must comply with the current drawings, 

specifications and functioning requirements. 

It was found that the characteristics of the various 

priming mixes and high explosives used in detonators constitute 

the dominant constraints on choice of process techniques and 

manufacturing equipment. These characteristics include: 

(1) sensitivity to initiating stimuli. 

(2) Explosive power (output). 

(3) Handling characteristics such as flow properties, 

dusting tendency, particle size, bulk density, 

uniformity, hygroscopicity, etc. 

Because of the extreme sensitivity and tremendous destruct- 

ive power of the detonator explosives, safety is the major 

consideration in all of the manufacturing processes.  Detonation 

pressures are of the order of millions of pounds per square inch 

which no known structural material can withstand without damage. 

Thus, every conceivable precaution must be taken to avoid 

accidental detonations in the manufacturing processes and to 

minimize the extent of damage if a "blow" should occur. 

\ 

\ 
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The survey disclosed that techniques and equipment are 

available within the state-of-the-art to construct a fully 

automatic 1200 ppm detonator line except for several possible 

problem areas that will require some development work. 

The major operations in detonator manufacture are listed 

in Part 4.5, pages 51-53, and the problem areas in Part 4.6, 

pages 54-55.  These are discussed briefly in Part 3, Conclusions 

and Recommendations, and in more detail throughout the report. 

Specific recommendations are as follows (justification 

arguments will be found in the text and supporting documents) : 

1. Use individual workpiece holders and move them 

continuously through the process line in captive, 

oriented manner using rigid continuous transfer 

devices.  Mount multiple work stations (tool modules) 

on rotary turrets to simultaneously process numerous 

workpieces at one time.  (See Appendix 2.) 

2. Use mechanical presses with toggle linkage or Bliss 

"Powerbar" for consolidation stations for best control 

of ram speed. Also, satisfactory for cup drawing and 

blanking closure discs and crimping. 

3. Automate the "back line" to meet the demands of the 

"front line" safely. 

4. Use present gravity fed volumetric metering devices; 

Cargil scooper, Iowa Jispenser, Chamlee dispenser, 

etc., but try to improve accuracy and precision and 

reduce cost and frequency of "blows". 

in 



5. Undertake a study to determine optimum consolidation 

rate,  pressure, dwell,  and tool clearances for each 

type of detonator explosive. 

6. Develop optimum barricades for each type of tool 

module, process operation and  inspection function; 

include dust control and reject disposal. 

7. Completely automatic, on-line,  1001   inspection is 

probably the most expensive feature of the envisioned 

modern production line and will require the most 

development  effort.    Automatic on-line functioning 

testers,  leakage testers and flaw detectors must be 

developed although equipment  for dimensional inspection 

is within the present state-of-the-art. 

"Flaws" include cracks,   splits,  thin spots,  dents, 
perforations, burrs,  scratches,  exposed explosive, 
missing closure discs, missing lacquer seals,, foreign 
materials,   improper crimp,  etc. 

8. Remotely controlled maintenance,  repair and trouble 

shooting equipment with binocular video and great 

mobility should be developed. 

9. The efforts  to advance technology in these problem 

areas  should begin at once. 

IV 
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1.  ABSTRACT 

At part of the overall program to modernize the government- 

owned, company-operated (GO-CO) Army Ammunition Loading and 

Assembly Plants, it is planned to develop folly automatic 

equipment to manufacture non-electric detonators at rates in 

excess of .1200 per minute. This search of literature sources 

and industry was undertaken to discover techniques and equipment 

that may be applicable. Current production rate in the loading 

plants is about 32 per minute with one system at Lake City AAP 

capable of about 300 per minute. Methodology and equipment is 

available to achieve high volume, automatic production after 

some development work in the areas of safely conditioning raw 

explosives, accurate metering of explosive charges, safe con- 

solidation rates, inspection for flaws in metal parts, "on- 

line functioning tests, barricades to protect equipment and 

personnel and to avoid propagation of an explosion, remotely 

controlled trouble shooting devices, and improved leakage 

testing. 

Specific recommendations include:  (1) use design concepts 

based on continuous motion of individual, captive, oriented 

workpieces with endless, rigid transfer system and multiple 

tool modules (quick-change) on rotary turrets processing 

numerous workpieces simultaneously; (2) use mechanical presses 

with toggle or BLISS "Powerbar" linkage for consolidation, cup 

drawing, closure disc blanking and crimping; (3) use present 
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gravity-fed, volumetric metering devices with improved accuracy, 

precision and safety; (4) develop optimum anti-propagation 

barricades for each operation, including dust control and 

reject disposal; (5) develop automatic flaw inspection, leakage 

and functioning test techniques and equipment; (6) develop 

remotely controlled binocular video equipped highly mobile 

devices for maintenance, repair and trouble shooting; (7) 

automate the "back-line" to meet high rate demands of the 

"front-line" safely; (8) start work on advancing technology 

immediately. 

2.   INTRODUCTION 

2.1  Historical Background 

This survey is part of the Army's long range program 

to modernize the GO-CO Plants and the manufacture of munitions 

in general. Major objectives include modernization of methods 

and equipment with increased production capacity and quality 

while reducing cost through automation. 

(See "Automation Concept" following.) 
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Because the desired production rate for detonators 

is orders of «aj nitude greater than present rates (1200 ppn 

vs.A*30), it was deemed wise to search for new techniques and 

equipment that might be adapted to the job. 

Accordingly, a contract was let with the following 

Scope of Work and instructions for procedure: 

THE AUTOMATION CONCEPT 

1. Cuts Cost 
a) Reduced Labor Cost 
b) Reduced Material Cost via Fewer Rejects 

2. Improves Quality 
a) Better Uniformity 
b) Reduces Human Error 

3. Less Floor Space Required 
4. Reduces Inventory Requirements 
5. Higher Production Capacity 
6. Saves Time ("Time is Money") 
7. Avoids many Personnel Problems and 

Resulting Costs 
■ 

2.2  Scope of Work (Extract) 

2.2.1  Objective 

The contractor shall devote his efforts and 

facilities to conducting a survey of modern high-volume, high- 

rate equipment and technology which may be applicable to the 

production of military detonators. This survey shall include 

equipment and technology currently used in the explosives 

industry and equipment and technology currently used in other 

industries requiring high-volume, high-rate production. 

It is not intended to limit this study to 

the explosives and peripheral industries. At the conclusion of 

this survey, the contractor shall recoirxiend which (if any) of 



the equipment and techniques surveyed are worthy of further 

consideration and may be adaptable to the production of 

detonators. 

2.2.2  Procedure 

To attain the objective, the contractor shall: 

a. Make a thorough literature search of 

high-volume, high-rate equipment and technology. 

b. Cull this listing to the extent of 

eliminating: (1) obvious duplications and (2) equipment and 

technology which is  totally non-applicable to the production of 

military detonators. Since new methodology is being sought, 

extreme care should be exercised in the culling process to 

insure not losing a potentially valuable possibility. 

c. The remaining equipment and technology 

shall be investigated thoroughly and a complete report submitted 

to MID at Picatinny Arsenal.  The report will include complete 

descriptive material, drawings, sketches, photographs, trip 

reports, cost estimates lor material, equipment, labor, or 

implementation of technology and possible proprietary and/or 

other forseeable problem areas. 

d. As noted in the objective, the contractor, 

in addition will submit a final report listing recommendations 

and techniques which appear to be most profitable in adaption 

to detonator production. 

- END - 
EXTRACT 
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2.3  Approach 

The survey began by following the procedure outlined 

in the Scope of Work, but was modified as it progressed.  In 

order to determine what to look for and how to evaluate potential 

applicability to high-volume detonator production, it was first 

necessary to have a detailed knowledge of how to make detonators. 

The various steps, procedures and processes were determined 

(Para. 4.5) and then the search was concentrated in these areas. 

As the survey progressed, the most important problem 

areaswere identified (Para. 4.6) and the search concentrated 

on finding techniques and equipment to resolve them. 

This had the effect of changing the nature of the 

end product originally envisioned. 

The moi;t potent approach is to determine the 

characteristics of the materials to be processed and then evolve 

techniques and equipment suitable to do the job safely and 

efficiently.  Because of the nature of the explosive materials 

used in detonators, it was found that very definite limitations 

are imposed on processing rates and safety precautions. 

A typical detonator contains three explosive charges; 

a priming mix, an intermediate charge, and an outy^t charge. 

The priming mix is purposely made very sensitive to facilitate 

reliable initiation. The intermediate charpc (usually lead 

azide) off  Is transition from burning (of the priming mix) to 

detonatio    ich shocks the output charge into strong detonation. 

To iCCOapJ  h this within very small confines of the detonator. 



it is necessary to consolidate the dry granular explosive charges 

under great pressure to achieve high density. Probably the most 

hazardous operation in the manufacture of detonators is that of 

consolidating the charges. Explosions or "blows" as they are 

frequently called, occur most often in consolidation of the 

priming charge because it is very sensitive and requires the 

highest consolidation pressure, up to 100,000 psi. However, 

its output is primarily flame and hot particles and even if it 

should detonate, there is only minor damage because the 

quantity of charge is quite small. Twenty-five milligrams is 

typical. 

However, lead azide is also very sensitive and when 

initiated it always detonates.  It is usually consolidated (on 

top of the priming mix) at about 20,000 psi and "blows" 

frequently result usually destroying the tooling and sometimes 

propagating (via dust) to the metering station and other parts 

of the line.  Primarily for this reason, no more than one ounce 

of initiating or primary explosives are brought into the line 

at a time. Output charges, usually RDX, PETN or Tetryl are 

high explosives and considerably less sensitive than primary 

explosives. However, they too arc consolidated at about 20,000 

psi on top of the primary and intermediate charges and although 

less frequent, when "blows" occur, the damage is greater. 

These characteristics impose certain basic limita- 

tions on manufacturing equipment which indeed may be considered 

design criteria as discussed in Para. 4.2.9. 



The survey attempted to cover all conceivable sources 

where useful information might be available, but because of 

obvious limitations on time and funds, had to be selective. 

A sampling technique was used. The sources included known 

literature, detonator lines, loading plants, arsenals, libraries, 

patents, trade associations, consultants and industry. 

A form letter explaining the purpose of the survey 

was prepared and mailed to numerous industrial organizations. 

These were selected from trade magazines and catalogs pri- 

marily.  Notices were published in the COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY 

and AUTOMATION MAGAZINE.  In most cases, when responses were 

received, they were acknowledged via the form letter. 

From these activities a rather imposing volume of 

brochure material was acquired as well as extensive address 

list of industrial organizations available to contribute their 

special talents and equipment to the effort.  These are under 

separate cover. 

3.  CONCLUSIONS AND jUjCTOtCNDATIOWS 

'• ^   Genoul Concepts 

The j»roblcus of hiph-volume production of detonators 

begin on the so-called "back-line" where the explosives are 

received and conditioned prior to being moved into the "front- 

line" where they are incorporated into detonntors.  The explo- 

sive.1, are both sensitive and powerful and safety dictates that 

they be handled in small quantities and by very carefully 

evolved procedures. 
-7- 



"New Techniques" that were surveyed included better 

methods of desensitizing the explosives and methods of auto- 

mating the conditioning procedures. 

New desensitizing techniques will require considerable 

investigation and development.  The most direct and economical 

approach with highest probability of success is simply to 

automate the present back-line procedures.  Effort is already 

underway in this direction (Picatinny funded program at Lone 

Star AAP).  The centrifuge method of washing and drying lead 

azide developed at ARC ("Rolliex) for Picatinny Arsenal is one 

example of this. 

Experience gained in the GO-CO plants over the years 

has dcternined the maximum safe quantities of explosives and 

rates at which they can be processed safely.  It is recommended 

that these limits not be exceeded in the new, fully-automatic, 

1200 ppm production line. 

The design of the new ]ine must provide for bringing 

safe quantities of explosives into the line and processing them 

fast enough to maintain the required 1200 ppm output.  Thus, 

any operation that takes longer than 0.05 second 

/()0 sec.  - 0.05 sec.N will require multiple parallel processing 
ll20C ppi.; J 

stations.  CActually the time is even less to allov; for rejects 

and samples for functioning tests.) 

Judging fror.i operations observed at three GO-CO 

plants (Lone Star, Icwa ami Lake City), at least two seconds 



are required to consolidate the explosive charges. Even at 

this rate, occasional "blows" occur.  In the Iowa Loader, it . 

was reported that increasing the rate increased the frequency 

of "blows". 

The Lake City system uses multiple, parallel procesii- 

ing stations in the form of multiple cavity tooling (110 die 

cavities per platen). In this manner, 110 cups arc processed 

at a time and the consolidation operation takes about 20 

seconds, 10 times that a* Iowa and Lone Star. Even at this 

longer operating time, the Lake City production rate is about 

300 per minute (10 times that at Lone Star and Iowa).  This is 

ai; example of how the multiple, parallel operation concept 

can increase production rates.  However, even though the Lake 

City consolidation rate is slower than Iowa's or Lone Star's, 

they have occasional blows. These destroy the expensive tooling. 

The recommended design approach for the new line is 

to combine the best features of both methods.  This points to 

multiple, parallel tool stations that are designed to survive 

a "blow" or at. least limit the destruction to an absolute 

minimum so that replacement can be tiaple, quick and inexpensive. 

Tliis concept applies equally to all of the tool 

stations. An additional requirement is to prevent propagation 

of a blow from one station to another.  Good dust control systems 

and positive acting barriers between too.l stations should solve 

this problem, but development work is needed. 



The nature of the explosive materials and the methods 

in current use to load them into detonators that will perform 

properly evidently preclude all hope of designing high-volume 

automatic equipment that will never experience a blow. Design 

goals should be to minimize the frequency of blows and the 

damage they cause. 

5.2 Metering 

In the present GO-CO lines, explosive charges are 

metered by volume rather than by weight, although they are 

gravity-fed. With the multiple parallel tooling concept, the 

gravity feed rate is fast enough.  In view of the fact that 

blows sometimes occur in the metering stations, attempts to 

speed up this operation are not recommended. Any efforts to 

improve the metering operation should include improving 

accuracy and precision and reducing the cost of the equipment 

which is usually destroyed when an explosion occurs. Another 

approach would be to design the equipment to survive a blow. 

Still another approach that appears worthy of further 

investigation is to load the material in a wet condition which 

should make it less sensitive and hazardous.  Drying can be 

accomplished either after metering or after consolidation in 

the cup or both. 

3.3 Consolidation Rate and Pressure 

Optimum design of the new automatic line will be 

facilitated by accurate data on safe consolidation rates and 

pressure for each of the explosive materials to be used.  In 

10- 



the survey it was possible to calculate approximate values tor 

some explosives as used in the existing lines, but it is not 

known how accurate these are or whether or not they represent 

limits. 

Quite possibly, consolidation rate and pressure are 

not the only factors to consider in avoiding blows. Friction 

causing impurities and pinching of explosive between punch and 

die should be avoided.  Too little clearance between punch and 

die may prevent the entrapped air from escaping, resulting in 

adiabatic heating and possible blows.  Even without a blow, the 

compressed air may cause spring-back after the punch is with- 

drawn . 

Pressure dwell is necessary for some types of 

materials and in some cases where clearances are small.  It will 

allow time for trapped air to escape.  At Lone Star and Iowa, 

clearances of .002-.003 inch appear adequate so that no pressure 

dwell is required. 

The type of press used for consolidation is a matter 

of de;ipner's choice, but it is recommended that it be capable 

of controlled rate of approach of the ram or punch to the 

explosive.  A food example of the desired rate control is that 

produced by a spring loaded toggle linkage.  This causes the ram 

to move rapidly as it approachcr. the loose explosive charge, 

but as consolidation proceeds the ram slows down to a stop at 

the desired pressure, which is maintained by the pre-set spring. 

The Iowa Loader u:<es this Method. 

-11- 



3.4 Barricades 

The consolidation operation is the most hazardous 

and must be performed within a barricade.  In fact, all of the 

operations require a barricade of some sort especially designed 

and tested to suit the particular process.  Not only must the 

barricade be designed to withstand the "worst-case" explosion, 

it must also prevent propagation, be easy to clean and maintain, 

have fail-safe features and arrangements for safe clearing of 

jams. Barricades arc a major feature of the new automatic line 

and will require considerable design and development work, and, 

of course, thorough testing. 

3.5 Anti-Propagation Designs 

A detonation or explosion can propagate by means of 

shock, flame, flying fragments and combinations of these. 

The line should be designed so that detonation or explosion 

products fron one station will be intercepted and neutralized 

before they car» reach another station. 

A suggested approach is to develop reciprocating 

barriers between work stations that continuously clean themselves 

of dust and always present a harrier to a possible explosion 

even when the workpioces are moving from station to station. 

This is another area where development work will 

be required.  In this same category, methods of dust control 

and disposal of rejects should be investigated. 

The reject disposal method used at Iowa AAP has many 

attractive ieatures.  Two heavy metal plates in a box-li'i;o 
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barricade form the sides of a "V", but do not quite make contact. 

Rejected detonators are dropped into the box and roll down to 

the bottom of the "V". The metal plates are charged electrically 

one positive, the other negative. When a detonator reaches the 

bottom of the "V", it closes the circuit causing a heavy current 

to flow which heats and fires the detonator. 

This method is quick, positive, safe, reliable, 

leaves little scrap to be disposed of and avoids accumulation 

of large quantities of rejects. 

3.6  Automatic Flaw Inspection 

Fully automatic, fail-safe inspection at rates in 

excess of 1200 ppm is probabl> the most difficult, complex 

and expensive capability required of the new generation 

production line. 

The explosive materials can be tested on a sampling 

basis from each batch prior to entering the "front-line" section 

but the metal parts must have 1001 inspection for dimensions, 

physical properties and flaws. 

Tests required on the explosive materials include 

moisture content, grain size, purity, output and microstructure. 

If these are to be fully automated, much development work remains 

to be done. 

Similarly, the metal used for cups and closures can 

be tested for physical properties and metallurgical properties 

on a batch or lot basis.  However, once in the line, inspection 

for dimensions and flaws must be on a 100% basis and fully 

automatic. 
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Results of the 5urvey indicate that systems for 

dimensional checks are within the state-of-the-art and though 

probably expensive and somewhat complex, should present no 

unusual problems. Flaw detection is another matter. Examina- 

tion for flaws such as cracks, thin spots, splits, perforations, 

dents, burrs, scratches, exposed explosive, missing closure 

discs, missing lacquer seal, foreign materials, improper crimp 

and the like have always been done visually by human operators. 

Although there are a number of efforts underway to develop 

automatic systems to perform these inspection functions, much 

development work remains. 

Gulf ♦ Western and Frankford Arsenal together with 

their subcontractors in developing automatic inspection equip- 

ment for small caliber ammunition have probably achieved the 

most advanced state-of-the-art. 

In the general inspection category also is the problem 

of leak testing at high rates. Present methods (either batch 

or individual) do not appear to be adequate. A new approach is 

needed. 

3.7  Automatic Functioning Tests 

Traditionally, results of functioning tests are 

ultimate factors in the decision to accept or reject a lot of 

detonators. The usual definition of a "lot" is a quantity of 

detonators made with the same equipment and processes from the 

same batch of raw materials in a continuous production operation. 

A number of detonators are randomly selected and 
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tested in accordance with specifications drawn up by quality 

assurance experts. 

For detonators, the most important performance or 

functioning characteristics are input sensitivity, output and 

functioning time. 

In the case of stab initiated detonators for instance, 

the specifications will require that all fire when the firing 

pin is actuated by a specified minimum number of inch-ounces 

force applied by a steel ball of specified weight falling a 

specified distance. The detonator output must produce a dent 

of at least a certain depth in a steel witness plate. 

The functioning time, measured from firing pin 

impact to output shock must not exceed a specified maximum 

value. 

This "functioning" test is conducted using prescribed 

testing apparatus and instrumentation; parts of which are 

expended in each test. The tests are conducted at a separate 

facility from the production line and performed at the rate of 

perhaps one per minute. 

The new, high-rate, automatic production line con- 

cept implies that sampling and functioning tests be performed 

on-line and concurrently with production. 

It appears that this will require some revisions 

in concepts and procedures regarding acceptance testing. 

If a "lot" is defined as a continuous production 

run made by the same methods, using the same materials, and 
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all from the sane batches (or lots) of raw materials, then the 

smallest batch of raw materials determines a lot. For instance, 

lead aside is made in batches or lots of 10, 15 or 25 pounds. 

The M57E1 detonator (used in the 20mm fuze) requires 

.096 grams of lead aside, so a 10 pound batch will make about 

47,291 detonators. 

10 lbs, x 454 grams/lb. 
.096 grams/detonator 

47,291 

At 1200 per minute, this represents a 40 minute run (assuming 

no rejects). A 15 pound batch of lead azide will produce 

70,936 detonators in 60 minutes and a 25 pound batch, 118,227 

in 100 minutes. 

1                   Lot Sizes 

Lead Azide 
Batch (lbs.) 

No. of M57E1 
Detonators 

Run Time at 
1200 ppm (min.) 

10 
15 
25 

47,291 
70,936 

118,227 

40 
60 

100 
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It is readily apparent that in continuous production 

at 1200 per minute, safe storage capacity for large quantities 

of detonators will be required. If the present concept of 

acceptance testing of random samples from a lot is to be 

retained, then means must be devised to random sample auto- 

matically and maintain identity of the sample with the lot 

from which it came. 

Functioning tests of the samples must be performed 

quickly to avoid having to hold large quantities of detonators 

in temporary status pending outcome of the tests. Even so, 

there is the risk of continuing to produce additional lots of 

unacceptable detonators while the functioning acceptance tests 

are being performed. 

Perhaps it would be better to adopt a scheme whereby 

say every tenth or one hundredth (the number would be con- 

tinuously varied to sample all the tool modules) detonator 

is subjected to a functioning test. This might be more sensi- 

tive to changes caused by tool wear and system degradation, 

yet still permit test results to be related to conventional lot 

designations. Even conventional statistical treatments should 

not suffer too much. 

For instance, assuming the conventional binomial 

distribution, 45 consecutive successful tests indicates the 

production run will perform with at least 961 reliability 

(with 901 confidence).  As the run continues, if the number of 

successful tests continues to increase, the reliability 
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prediction can be increased and with greater confidence in 

being correct.    If a malfunction should occur,  there should be 

a system of instrumentation and a computer to quickly identify 

the tooling involved and take corrective action. 

Corrective action might be to replace a tool module, 

adjust consolidation pressure, adjust charge metering,  or even 

shut down the line. 

It appears that the automatic functioning test 

feature will require considerable thought and development 

effort. 

3.8      Automatic/Remotely Controlled Maintenance, 
Repair, and Trouble Shooting 

A malfunction such as a jam, a broken tool,  or a 

blow will require repairs.     Because of the high volume pro- 

duction,  relatively large quantities of explosives are being 

processed and present a hazard to maintenance personnel who 

might attempt to enter the line.     It   is therefore recommended 

that consideration be given  to  such problems  in the design of 

the equipment  in order to facilitate making repairs by remotely 

controlled devices.    Quick change tool modules have already 

been specified as a requirement.     It  is entirely possible to 

make  such changes automatically or semi-automatically using 

remotely controlled robot-like devices. 

One of the "new techniques" explored in the  survey 

was  the use of robots and "teleoperators" to perform the most 

hazardous  tasks.    Many  industries are now usinp. them.     Some 

researchers are even developinf;  artificial  intelligence  systems, 
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3.9 Safety and OSHA Standards 

In designing the new line, safety is the most 

important consideration. Hazards to be avoided include static 

electricity, fire, explosion, noise, toxic fumes, dust, sparks, 

arcs, friction, heat and moving parts of machinery.  It will be 

necessary to comply with the standards of the Occupational 

Safety and Health Act (OSHA) of 1970 (Public Law 91-596) which 

specifies that employers must provide work areas free from 

hazards.  See Appendix 18 for more details. 

Primary and initiating explosives are so sensitive 

and powerful, they present serious safety hazards. Much effort 

in the survey was expended on finding ways to solve this problem. 

Desensitizing the explosive with liquid or gaseous inert materials 

seems like a good approach and should be investigated further. 

However, many of the people interviewed do not seem to think 

the chances for success are very good. They feel that the 

problems will outweigh the advantages of increased safety. 

Even so-called desensitized material; water-alcohol wet lead 

azide for instance is reputed to detonate if initiated strongly. 

3.10 Leak Testing 

If it is a requirement that detonators be hermetically 

sealed, it will be necessary to test them for leakage and most 

probably on a 100t basis.  There are various methods in current 

use, some of which are sensitive enough but tend to be too slow, 

cumbersome, expensive and elaborate.  The usual approach is to 

subject the detonator to a vacuum, then introduce a jjas under 
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pressure, then evacuate again and attempt to detect gas leakage. 

A simpler method is to submerge the del > tator in water under 

partial vacuum and look for air bubbles. These methods are 

relatively slow and tend to lead to batch processes and the 

safety hazards of having large quantities of detonators in close 

proximity. A new approach is needed.  Some ideas are suggested 

under "New Techniques", Para. 4.3.13. 

4.   DETAILS OF THE SURVEY 

4.1  Literature Search 

The modernization program has been underway for 

several years and it seemed logical to check on the efforts of 

the various government agencies and their contractors for 

possibly applicable techniques and equipment.  The Small Caliber 

Ammunition Modernization Program (SCAMP) mission is assigned to 

Frankford Arsenal. Fully automatic equipment is being developed 

to produce 5.56mm, 7.62mm, caliber .30, and caliber .30 carbine 

rounds at the rate of 1200 ppm and caliber .50, 20mm and 30mm 

rounds at 600 ppm.  Gulf + Western is a major contractor in 

this program.  Much of the experience gained in this effort is 

directly applicable to development of the new, high volume 

detonator production line. A brief description of the G+W 

approach appears as Appendix 2. 

The Frankford Arsenal effort together with their 

contractors and suppliers to develop high speed automatic 

inspection techniques and equipment for cartridge cases and 

bullets is paving the way for similar capabilities in the 

detonator line. 
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In recent years, a number of concept studies for 

automatic production lines have been made by various contractors. 

A number of their reports were reviewed as part of this survey. 

They are listed in Appendix 17. 

Information was gleaned from many sources, the main 

ones will be discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. 

4. 2  Information Sources 

4.2.1  Automated Lines 

Most of the Army non-electric detonators are 

made in the GO-CO plants; primarily Lone Star, Iowa and Lake 

City.  These loading plants were visited and much useful infor- 

mation obtained; however, none of the existing lines operate at 

anywhere near 1200 ppra.  There are a number of lines in industry 

that make detonators and blasting caps (including electric) , but 

none were found with capability approaching that required for 

the new line. 

A sampling oi:  about 27 industrial 

organizations in the ordnance business were contacted 

via the form letter.  Apparently, none have lines with high 

rate capability. However, the Bendix Corp., under contract 

to Frankford Arsenal, is developing a primer charging machine 

that will be capable of producing about 5,000 per minute (a 

report is in the literature file) .  The primer mix is pressed 

wet into a 1,416 cavity metering plate, doctored off level 

then punched into primer cups by gap«? punches.  Pa^e covering 

discs are punched out at the same tin>e ;ind keep the mix from 
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sticking to the punches. Wet primer mix is not usually con- 

solidated at high pressure as the dry detonator charges are. 

However, the Brunswick Corp. at Sugar Grove, Virginia success- 

fully loads consummable primers with wet FA982 mix (12-301 H^O) 

and consolidates it at 20,000 psi.  This is a manual process, 

but it is planned to be semi-automatic in the near future. 

The search was not limited to detonator 

lines, but extended into many fields such as pharmaceutical, 

electrical and electronic, cosmetics, food and drug, containers, 

ceramics, rivets, screws, nails, fasteners, matches, packaging, 

automoti e, cigarettes, anything that is made by automatic 

machinery and processes. 

It soon became obvious that the people who 

manufacture a product rarely manufacture the automated production 

equipment.  The survey was much more efficient and productive 

when thr effort was directed toward the suppliers of automatic 

equipment. 

In most industries making consumer products 

by automatic or semi-automatic means, there are several primary 

considerations resulting in "trade-offs" which determine the 

type of process, type of equipment used, and the production rate. 

The automatic process equipment designer 

starts by determining the characteristics of the raw materials 

to be processed.  He then attempts to choose the processes and 

equipments best suited for the job.  At this point, cost and 

proO'iction rates are considered before the process and type of 

equipment are finally decided upon. 
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This is, of course, a greatly oversimplified 

description as there are many other important factors involved. 

However, the point is perfectly valid that in the case of the 

new detonator line the characteristics of the raw explosives 

and safety requirements are the overriding considerations in 

the choice of processes and types of equipment, as well as the 

production rate.  It is therefore of little value to inspect 

automatic lines that were designed for products other than 

detonators.  It should be more fruitful to concentrate attention 

on techniques and equipment that can help to solve the major 

problems in detonator manufacture. The survey has identified 

many problem areas and these are listed in Para. 4.6. 

4.2.2  Leading Plants 

The loading plants where detonators are 

currently being produced; Lone Star, Lake City and Iowa, are 

fertile sources of information on conditioning of explosives, 

manufacturing techniques, safety and problem areas. All of 

these are important, but probably the most significant are the 

concepts and approximate limits on the maximum quantity of raw 

explosive (one ounce) that can be handled rafely and the maximum 

consolidation rates. These concepts lead to the conclusion that 

a multiplicity of tooling rather than high speed tooling is the 

way to high-volume production of detonators (see Para. 4.2.9 

for analysis) . 

Additional details will be found in the trip 

reports of loading plants visits; Appendices 6, 7 and 11. 
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4.2.3  Industry 

Various industries were contacted by direct 

mail, telephone, sales representative interviews and visits. 

A form letter explaining the purpose of the survey was prepared 

and used whenever appropriate. 

An article was published in AUTOMATION Maga- 

zine and in the COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY. 

Interested industrial organizations with 

applicable techniques and equipment were requested to forward 

descriptive brochure material. These were filed in various 

appropriate categories corresponding to the various processes 

in detonator manufacture. This approach was intended to be 

selective and the material in the file pertinent to specific 

processes required by the new detonator line. 

Three hundred forty-four (344) selected 

industrial organizations were contacted by direct mail and 

reader's service cards. Of these, 219 responded with brochure 

material, 43 indicated no applicable capability and, as of this 

writing, 68 have not yet replied. 

Additionally, material has been gathered 

from various sources without direct contact. 

It appears certain that industry will be 

capable of supplying the necessary equipment if it is described 

and specified in sufficient detail except for those problem 

areas requiring more development work as listed in Para. 4.6. 
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4.2.4 Trade Associations,  Magazines 

Industry reaches its potential customers by 

a variety of means not the least of which are magazines, trade 

association publications and activities and trade shows. The 

survey made good use of these within the short time available. 

Typical magazines and trade journals used arc listed in 

Appendix 17. 

4.2.5 Technical Libraries 

Although the main emphasis  in the survey 

was on direct contact with industry much useful  information 

was obtained at the Franklin Institute anu Gulf + Western 

libraries which are both convenient to  tnc base of operations. 

4.2.6 Patent Literature 

It was planned to conduct a patent search 

on a subcontract basis.  A proposal and cost estimate was 

prepared by the Franklin Institute Research Laboratories. 

However, a preliminary trial search indicated that the cost 

of the effort would not be justified.  The reason for this is 

that there are so many categories and years to search.  Results 

of the trial search indicated that any applicable, worthwhile 

patents are incorporated into products currently on the market 

and will thus turn up in the brochures submitted by industry. 

In the case where a specific patent is known 

a copy was readily obtained from the Franklin Institute. 

However, even in such cases it is difficult to determine how 

successful it has proven without considerable detailed follow-up, 
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A typical example  is the Olin-Winchestcr Patent No.  3,423,259 

on the use of Karaya Gum binder in priming mixtures. 

4.2.7 The Arsenals 

The commodity arsenals most  intimately 

associated with development, manufacture and use of non-electric 

detonators are Picatinny and Frankford.    Much pertinent infor- 

mation was gained from these sources via reports,   telephone 

and personal visits.    See Appendices for details. 

4.2.8 Consultants 

Many of the individuals  interviewed in the 

survey may be considered consultants in their own right, but 

only a few were consultants by profession.    These  include 

Dr. Herbert Ellern and Professor Joseph H.  McLam.    Informal 

discussions with these men were helpful and good use was made 

of their publications   (referenced  in Appendix 17). 

4.2.9 Design Criteria Analysis 

The most hazardous operation in the manufacture 

of detonators is that of consolidating the charges, particularly 

the lead azide.  In this operation inadvertent explosions fre- 

quently occur.  This is easily unui rsta, ^aole because the 

consolidation ram at about 20,000 psi is doing considerable 

work upon the explosive.  To fire dctci ators and primers inten- 

tionally, they arc most often struck by a firing pin. The 

initiation mechanism is a concentration of energy resulting in 

rapid heating of the explosive by a combination of compressivc 

force, friction, and pinching action.  If the resultant heating 
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exceeds the threshold level for a long enough period of time, 

a self-sustaining reaction will be initiated and an explosion 

will occur.  It makes no difference whether the cause is a 

firing pin or a consolidation ram; the basic mechanisms are 

the same. 

Therefore, in the design of automatic, high- 

volume production equipment a basic limiting design criterion 

is the maximum safe rate that the consolidation ram can move 

against the explosive material.  If this rate is known in terms 

of the minimum time required for consolidation, then the 

number of consolidation stations required to produce at a given 

rate can be calculated. As an example, if the desired rate is 

1200 ppm amd the minimum consolidation time is two seconds, 

then 60 sees. „ 0>05 scconds and N x .05 «• 2 seconds 
1200 ppm 

Where N = Number of Consolidation 
Stations Operating 
Simultaneously 

In this case, N = 40  (40 x .05 - 2) 

Lone Star Army Ammunition Plant is currently 

producing detonators in a semi-automatic, Ferguson "Trans-O-Mater" 

at 30-60 ppm.  Thus, consolidation is done in one to two seconds 

(assuring only one press station), and no pressure dwell is used 

by Lone Star.  The Iowa Loader operates best at 32 ppm and em- 

ploys no dwell. 

At Lake City Army Ammunition Plant, consolida- 

tion is performed .'it about 20 inches/minute using 110 (gang) 

punches and eight seconds dwell. 
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Roughly calculated, the Lake City ram speed 

is about three to ten times slower than that used at Lone Star 

and  Iowa, yet blows occasionally occur. 

In addition to the consolidation time,  it is 

necessary also to allow time  to accelerate  the punches and to 

move  the workpieces  into and out of the station.    Thus,  for the 

Lake City type of operation,  about five consolidation  stations 

operating simultaneously would be required  for 1200 ppra and the 

Lone Star system would require about 40  (assuming continuous 

motion). 

In each case,  if one ounce batches  of lead 

azidc are fed periodically into each station,  the Lake City 

system would require about one ounce per minute to each of the 

five  stations and  the Lone Star  system would require  about one 

ounce every 10 minutes  to each of the 40 stations   (for  the 

M57ia Detonator). 

Calculations   [M57ni  Detonator] 

454  grams/pound 

16 ounces/pound 

1  ounce » A-RA a  28.375 grams 16 

M57!il  Detonators  use   .0f)6  gram   (max.)  charge of lead  azidc 

1200 ppm requires  1200 x   .096  ■  115.2 grams  of lead  azidc/minute 

If five  stations arc us^d,       ^'     ■  23.04  gram/min.   per  station 

lie     y 
If  40  stations   are  used, i_L±L±_ -   2.88 grnnii/min./station 

40 

(About  .1 ounce/nln«/station) 
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Calculations [MS7E1 Detonator] 

^tiy * 295-57 Charges/Ounce 

29S.57 Charges/Ounce x .1 ounce/min/station x 40 stations "4200 

One ounce of lead azide seems to be the 

maximum amount that a reasortably heavy (about 1/2" thick steel) 

barricade can withstand and which will not seriously damage 

the press. However, a one ounce "blow" will destroy the metering 

device and the tooling. 

Thus, unless a means can be found to load 

desensitized lead azide, two major design criteria are estab- 

lished:  (1) the rate at which consolidation can be performed; 

and (2) the rate at which lead azide can be fed to the line. 

Design criteria for other production opera- 

tions can be developed by similar reasoning oroccsses. - 

4.2.10 Visits 

Visits were arranged during the course of 

the survey to places where it was expected that useful and 

detailed information could be obtained.  In some cases where 

it was feared that proprietary interests might inhibit informa- 

tion gathering, Mr. Hal Wanger of Picatinny Arsenal made the 

trip rather than G+W personnel. 

Trip reports constitute Appendices 3, 4, 5, 

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14 and 19. 
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4.3  New Techniques 

A number of "new techniques" were surveyed for 

potential applicability to high volume manufacture of detonators. 

They are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs and 

. additional details are in the Appendices, the project files and 

the originating sources. 

4.3.1 Machine Design Concepts 

Present detonator lines in the GO-CO plants 

are, at best, semi-automatic, indexing, low rate operations. 

So basic to the problem as to be easily overlooked is the concept 

of continuously moving, captive, oriented workpieces being 

processed by multiple tool stations mounted on rotating inter- 

connected turrets. One hundred percent inspection is carried 

out on the line. The operation is fully automatic and fail safe. 

This concept is being applied by the Gulf ♦ Western Advanced 

Development and Engineering Center to the Small Caliber Ammuni- 

tion Modernization Program to produce small caliber ammunition 

at the rate of 1200 per minute.  It should be seriously con- 

sidered for the high volume detonator production line.  This 

and other concepts for automatic production of munitions have 

been proposed and evaluated by various research and development 

organizations. Their reports are listed in Appendix 17. 

4.3.2 Desensitized Explosives 

It has been proposed to desensitize explosives 

by means of inert liquids, gases and/or solids in order to 

reduce the safety hazards and make it possible to process larger 

quantities of explosives at one time. 
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It is a well known fact that some sensitive 

explosives are shipped and stored in a wet condition. A com- 

bination of water and alcohol or sometimes just water is 

usually used for this purpose. Current practice at the 

detonator loading plants is to "condition" the explosives be- 

fore they are loaded into detonators which includes drying 

them. They are much more sensitive and hazardous in the dry 

condition. 

It has been proposed to use an inert material 

to desensitize the explosives during handling and loading, then 

remove the material after the detonators have been safely 

packaged or assembled in fuzes. There has been some work done 

along these lines and the survey uncovered several patents 

on specific processes and materials. 

It appears that safe handling of bulk explo- 

sives is the key to success of the modernization program, not 

merely the detonator line. However, the detonator is unique 

in that it incorporates sensitive initiating and transition 

materials in the same casing with powerful high explosives. 

At the high-rate production line these materials must flow 

steadily into the consolidation presses. To maintain the flow, 

relatively large quantities of hazardous materials must be on 

hand in close proximity. Approximate quantities required for 

even the smallest detonators, typified by the M55 and M57E1, 

are, per eight hour shift, 1200 ppm; priming mix 19-32 pounds; 

intermediate charge 78-118 pounds; output charge 24-45 pounds 

for a total of 120-192 pounds. 
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The priming mixes and intermediate charge 

materials are extremely sensitive and also capable of powerful 

detonation. Detonation of even a few ounces of the material 

is certain to damage machinery components in the immediate 

vicinity and larger quantities would constitute a major 

catastrophe. 

Present practice is to ship, store and handle 

sensitive materials in a water-alcohol wet condition, which 

greatly reduces their sensitivity and permits handling of larger 

quantities safely. However, before loading into detonators, 

small quantities are removed and dried in a slow laborious process 

behind heavy barricades. 

Gun primers are generally loaded in the 

water-wet condition and dried later; sometimes after being 

assembled in the cartridge case.  However, high pressure con- 

solidation is usually not required of gun primer mixes as it is 

for detonator charges.  Water tends to interfere with consolid- 

ation and the wet mixes often tend to stick to the punches and 

dies. 

Moreover, water mixes me prone to separate 

on standing and during compression.  Current practice in loading 

plufts is to dry the mixtures prior to loading.  However, the 

dry mixes are very sensitive and hazardous and so only very 

small quantities (about one ounce) are put into the heavily 

barricaded metering stations at one time. 
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Other substances than water, a'cohol and 

oil are known to be effective desensitizers and there is 

evidence that some of these can be used during the complete 

manufacturing process. 

Explosive mixtures used in detonators are 

granular crystalline solids. Even when consolidated at 20,000 

psi, there is considerable volume in the interstices occupied 

only by air. If the interstices are filled with inert material 

such as water, oil, wax, freon, etc., the explosive is much 

more difficult to initiate or detonate. The mechanism appears 

to be a combination of effects, including reduced friction 

between particles, cooling of hot spots, and a physical barrier 

to high energy, high velocity particles (from decomposing 

explosive molecules). 

The following is quoted from Explosive Trains 

AMCP 706-179. Page 37: "The addition of a few percent of a 

waxy substance such as calcium stearate reduces the sensitivity 

of RDX by a factor of 2 or 3 as indicated by the air gap test." 

However, it is also observed that the lubricating effect of 

the calcium stearate permits higher loading density (at the 

same pressure) which makes the charge more difficult to initiate, 

thus accounting for part of the desensitizing effect. 

Robert Ilcincmann at Picatinny Arsenal exper- 

imented with Freon 113 to desensitize detonators. He found that 

as little as 5-61 Freon absorbed into the interstices between 

the explosive particles prevented initiation even at input 

energies several times the normnl all-fire amount. As the 
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Freon was driven off (by heating), the detonators regained 

their sensitivity and in 5 minutes began to exhibit some output 

(as measured by dents in steel witness blocks).  In 15 minutes, 

the detonators completely regained normal sensitivity and output. 

This work was reported at the 6th EED 

Symposium in San Francisco July 8-10, 1969, in U.S. Patent No. 

3667388 and in Picatinny Arsenal reports. An additional benefit 

claimed by Mr. Heinemann is that water is not permitted to be 

absorbed when the explosive materials are surrounded by Freon. 

c is suggested that the inert desensitizer 

such as Freon might be added to the explosive in super-cold 

condition to improve its effectiveness as a desensitizer. The 

consolidation operation generates heat which would help to 

drive off the desensitizer. 

If wet mixes are allowed to dry during 

storage or processing, they become hazardous. Frankford Arsenal 

priming mixes are considered "dry" when they contain less than 

21 moisture. 

A new development by Olin-Winchester Group 

(U.S. Patent No. 3423259) is the use of a small amount of karaya 

gum (3 pph) in Frankford Arsenal primer mix FA956 (water-wet) 

which makes it extrudable and non-sticking.  It also prevents 

the water and the various different sized particles from separat- 

ing out (stratification). 
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The gum remains in the mix after it is dried 

and apparently has no significant effect on the sensitivity or 

output of the primer. Yet, because of its ability to hold 

water in a gel form within the interstices when the mix is 

wet» it has a great desensitizing influence. 

It would be interesting to see if karaya gum 

or a similar material can be as beneficial in a Freon desensi- 

tized mix and permit the necessary consolidation to be performed. 

It should be noted that in Mr. Heinemann's experiments, the 

detonators were loaded dry in the usual manner. Porous closures 

were used which permitted the Freon to be absorbed and later 

driven off by heating.  It remains to be shown that detonators 

can be made using explosive mixes that are desensitized by 

inert liquids and/or other substances.  Other substances that 

have been used as lubricants and desensitizcrs include gum 

arable, trajacanth, gelatin, dextrin, wax, calcium stearate, 

and polyviny." alcohol. These are used ir very small quantities 

and remain in the final product.  Perhaps something like this 

could be used wit': an excess of inert desensitizer which is 

later completely removed. 

Complete removal of Freon for instance is 

apparently readily accomplished by evaporation. A new process 

for drying water-alcohol wet lead azide in a centrifuge rinses 

it with water, then alcohol and finally with Freon. 

Freon is a comparatively expensive material, 

but as it is evaporated from the finished detonators, it can 

be recovered, condensed and used again and again. 
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In this connection it would be well to keep 

the Freon "wet" explosives cool to minimize evaporation, but . 

also because cool explosives are generally less sensitive than 

hot ones. 

Explosives are metastable compounds and even 

at room temperature are continuously decomposing. Their decom- 

position is always exothermic. Thus, a decomposing molecule 

causes a momentary "hot-spot" and if several molecules in 

close proximity should decompose at the same time, enough local 

heating could excite other molecules into decomposition. 

Chemical reaction rates generally double or triple for each 

ten degree increase in temperature so it is easy to see how a 

run-away reaction (explosion) can get started unless the heat 

can be dissipated more rapidly than it is generated. Keeping 

the explosive cool and flooded with inert material with high 

heat capacity can help a great deal. 

If metering and consolidation of Freon-wet 

explosives does not prove feasible, it should not be difficult 

to drive the Freon off quickly using heat and vacuum just before 

the metering step in the automatic process line. 

4.3.3  Consolidation Aids 

It has been noted that consolidation of dry 

granular explosive at high rate and high pressure tends to 

heat the explosive by virtue of the work being done on it and 

on the entrapped air. Some investigators have suggested 

evacuating the mold during consolidation and rerforming the 
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consolidation in several short strokes rather than one contin- 

uous compression.  It has already been mentioned that the 

addition of even very small quantities of such substances as 

wax and calcium stearate tend to reduce friction and sensitivity 

and enable consolidation to higher density at less pressure. 

It has been demonstrated that these consol- 

idation aids produce more uniform density distribution which is 

an important consideration in columns with high length over 

diameter ratios. 

Another application of the friction reducing 

effect of wax like inert materials might be to use such materials 

as a lubricant in drawing the detonator cups and then it would 

not have to be removed, thus eliminating a cleaning operation. 

There may be a problem here because in most high speed cup 

drawing operations it is necessary to apply a coolant as well 

as a lubricant in order to keep the tooling from overheating 

although one material could perform both functions. 

This would make it feasible to form the 

cup right in the die or workpiece holder that moves through 

the line and this could even be used as part of the packaging 

(reusable). 

4.3.4  Sealing Techniques 

A method of hermetic sealing of detonators 

by ultrasonic ring welding has been proposed in some detail 

by Aeroprojects Inc. of West Chester, Pa.  The method is fast, 

clean, safe and reliable and can readily be automated . 
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The detonator cups would have to be formed 

with a flange on the open end. The closure disc would be ring 

welded to the flange and then crimped 180°. This would leave 

a double thickness of the closure disc in the ring area and 

probably necessitate drawing and specification changes.  For 

most applications this should not cause any change in 

detonator performance because closure discs are only a few 

thousandths of an inch thick at the most. 

Another sealing technique that appears 

feasible and in fact has been used on some types of explosive 

initiators is known as the hot-melt process.  The closure disc 

is pre-coated with a sealing adhesive material. After it is 

crimped into place a heat pulse is applied just long enough 

and hot enough to melt then quickly cool the adhesive, thus 

effecting a seal.  The hot-melt could be made electrically 

conductive to overcome any adverse static electricity ^Tfects. 

4.3.5  Electroplating 

The idea of consolidating explosives in a 

die without a cup and then forming a protective metallic 

coveriri;; by electroplating has been investigated. Although not 

artuall/ done with stab detonators, the Naval Ordnance Labora- 

tory at White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland successfully plated 

silver and copper on explosive charges.  The small scale 

laboratory experimental program is reported in NOLTR 64-131, 

October 1904, reference 26 of Appendix 17. 
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Although there are many attractive features 

offered by the electroplating approach, close scrutiny led to 

the conclusion ;hat it is not suitable for the contemplated 

high volume detonator line within the present frame of 

reference. The analysis leading to this conclusion appears 

as Appendix 15. 

4.3.6  Plastic Encapsulation 

The idea of usin^ plastics in some manner 

to encapsulate the explosive charges rather than using metal 

cups has been suggested. Evidently the idea is to capitalize 

on advances in plastics technology. To switch to plastics 

would require changes in drawings, specifications and probably 

re-qualification testing. 

In general, plastics do not have the dimen- 

sional and temperature stability of metals, nor the physical 

strength and stiffness. There are very few applications in the 

ordnance field where a plestic can be directly substituted for 

a metal. 

It is doubtful that any plastic material 

available today could survive a twenty-five year surveillance 

test as a detonator cup and meet all of the other stringent 

requirements (assuming direct substitution for the present 

metal cup). 

However, if constraints of existing design 

specifications arc removed, plastic encapsulation should be 

investigated. 
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4.3.7 Drying Explosives 

One conditioning process currently performed 

at the GO-CO plants "back-line" which is both time consuming 

and hazardous is that of drying load azide and lead stypnate. 

A new technique is being developed by the Atlantic Research 

Corporation under contract to Picatinny Arsenal. Known as 

"ROLLIEX", the system uses centrifugal force to wash, rinse 

and dry lead azide in two-ounce batches. 

4.3.8 Sheet and Drawn Explosives 

It has been suggested that if detonator 

explosives were prepared in sheet form with just the right 

thickness for a particular detonator charge» it would facilitate 

automation.  Individual charges could be cut out with a 

"cookie cutter" type of punch directly into the cup. It seems 

entirely feasible that primary explosives can be formed in 

sheets and ribbons just as readily as they are consolidated 

into detonator cups.  However, this will present handling and 

safety problems unless a binder material is added to give 

flexibility, strength and reduced sensitivity.  If this is 

done, every detonator will have to be requalified and the 

specifications changed. 

The veil known sheet explosive DuPont 

"DETASHEET" is PEFN, RDX or HMX mixed with an elastomeric 

binder. The more binder the more flexible, but less sensitive 

and less powerful (detonation    velocity is lower). Data 

published by DuPont bears this out. Most detonators cannot 
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afford much reduction in sensitivity, and/or functioning 

time. 

The  idea of punching detonator charge 

increments from sheets made of the currently used and unadulter- 

ated primary explosives may not prove economically sound because 

of additional process  steps and waste   (plus handling and safety 

hazards).    The explosive must first be conditioned then metered 

and formed into sheets or ribbons,  then punched,  then consolid- 

ated, waste must be removed and destroyed or recycled.    The 

present method eliminates the. sheet forming and waste recycling 

operations and minimizes safety problems.     It  should be more 

economical in both cost of equipment and operating costs, unless 

of course  the sheet method can be developed to  be highly 

efficient and to eliminate some of the other steps. 

Another,  similar approach is to  load the 

explosive materials  into metal  tubes,   then draw them through 

dies or swage them to  the proper consolidation and physical 

dimensions.    This method is currently being used to make MDF 

(Mild Detonating Fuse,  Reference 29, Appendix 17).    The proper 

quantity of consolidated explosive for a particular detonator 

could be automatically  sliced off the end of the rod and  in- 

serted into a detonator cup by high speed  equipment and would 

not require reconsolidation. 
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4.3.9 Robots 

It is true that robots are both blind and 

stupid, but the same can be said of all automatic equipment. 

Much progress has been made in recent years to improve the 

versatility and capability of robots or robot-like machines 

(Appendix 17,Reference 33). At the very least, their use should 

be considered for the most hazardous tasks in detonator manu- 

facture. These would include various operations on the "back- 

line" where relatively large quantities of explosives are 

"conditioned" and for trouble shooting anywhere on the line. 

For such tasks, it would probably be feasible 

to operate the device by remote control rather than automatically 

even though a human operator is required.  Devices are currently 

under development with binocular television "eyes" for improved 

depth perception.  Some are even being provided with artificial 

intelligence and can recognize and sort such things as paper 

back books.  So it seems entirely probable that devices c^n be 

developed to perform "visual" inspection of detonators without 

human eyes being required. 

4.3.10 Noiseless Crimping 

As an example of a "new technique" aimed at 

reducing the noise level of hioh  speed automatic machinery, a 

method of noiseless crimping is described in Reference 35, 

Appendix 17. OSHA regulations place a maximum of 85 decibels 

on such operations as riveting and crimping.  The method 

described in the reference is a rolling process called orbital 

headforming. 
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4.3.11 Ferrofluidic Solenoid* 

A new device with possible application to . 

the new detonator line is described in Reference 32 Appendix 17. 

A totally enclosed solenoid, it has no sliding or rotating 

parts, and imparts maximum force at the extreme end of its 

stroke.  Its efficiency is high because it has no air gap and 

can provide either variable force at constant displacement 

or variable displacement with constant force. 

4.3.12 Quartz Crystal Microbalance 

Most conventional balance type weighing 

systems are much tooslow for the 1200 per minute rate desired 

for the new line.    Frankford Arsenal is developing a system 

capable of weighing cups  for cartridge case manufacture at 

800 per minute.    It uses a servo-motor to restore balance when 

a cup is placed on the pan.    The electric curr3nt required is 

a measure of the weight of the cup.    Two of these operating in 

parallel can weigh up to  1500 cups per minute. 

Another approach which appears  feasible and 

capable of even faster response is described  in Reference 30, 

Appendix 17.     Instead of the one "g" environment of conventional 

weighing systems, the Quartz Crystal Microbalance detects mass 

(weight equals mass times  the acceleration of gravity,  "g")   in 

terms of the change in vibrational frequency to produce or 

rather re-establish resonance.    Piezoelectric materials such as 

quartz, Rochclle salt,  tourmaline and barium titanate become 

electrically charged when mechanically stressed.    And,  conversely 

*See also brochure material from Ferrofluidics Corp. 
in file under 23, Machinery and Miscellaneous. 
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undergo change in dimensions (strain) when electrically stressed. 

A wafer of piezoelectric material silvered on opposite surfaces 

can be made to expand and contract in the thickness dimension 

by application of an alternating electrical voltage. A wafer 

has a natural or resonant frequency that is a function of its 

density (mass), thickness and elasticity (also temperature). 

If a mass such as a detonator cup or charge of explosive 

material is placed upon the wafer, it will cause the resonant 

frequency of the system to change. The difference in resonant 

frequencies is directly proportional to the weight of material 

added. 

Proper choice of materials, dimensions and 

electrical components should produce a system having great 

accuracy, precision and very rapid response. 

4.3.13 Leakage Testing 

A new technique for leak testing is described 

in Reference 31, Appendix 17.  It is an innovation applied to 

the standard method of helium bombardment leak testing.  This 

method measures the rate at which the leak rate decays rather 

than the magnitude of the leak rate.  It provides a more precise 

and repeatablo measure and eases the requirement for tracer gas 

bombardment pressure and time as well as the time constraint on 

measurement following bombardment. However, it remains to be 

seen how fast the test can be made which will determine how many 

parallel operating work stations will be required or whether a 

batch process will be the best way. 
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Gulf *  Western has developed a concept for an 

automatic leak detection system lor small caliber ammunition. 

It uses the water submergence method and detects air bubbles. 

However, it is slow (1-4 per minute) and could be considered 

a destructive test. 

Perhaps an explosives "sniffer" detector 

could detect leaks if one can be found with sufficient sensi- 

tivity and rapid response. After all explosives being meta- 

stable compounds are continuously decomposing. 

4.3.14 Static Electricity Control 

Static electricity is generated whenever two 

materials come into contact and then separate. If the materials 

are good conductors of electricity and a circuit is available, 

whether planned or not, the charges are quickly neutralized. 

However, if the materials are poor conductors, they may retain 

the charge and constitute a potential hazard to sensitive explo- 

sives.  Care St taken to electrically bond and ground all 

machinery and equipment where explosives are stored, handled and 

processed, but even with these precautions, static electricity 

is still considered a possible cause of "blows" and spontaneous 

explosions in the GO-CO plants. 

A technique suggested in the course of the 

survey is to use radio active materials to ionize air and then 

cause this air to flow through the process line to neutralize 

any electrostatic charges as they are formed.  Care must be 

taken to isolate the radio active source so that an accidental 

explosion cannot spread it around in an uncontrolled manner. 
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Equipment is available commerically, but apparently an acceptable 

application to detonator production lines has not been worked, 

out (see file no. 14, Safety, No. 6). 

4.3.15 Functioning Tests 

The usual method of performing functioning 

tests on stab type detonators requires a special test set and 

expendable components which include firing pins, firing pin 

guides and witness blocks. After firing, the dent depth in the 

witness block must be measured.  Compared to the planned produc- 

tion rate of 1200 ppm, the present method of testing is too 

slow and cumbersome. 

A new technique that can lend itself more 

readily to automation is practically a must.  This author 

suggests the use of detonation light, a little known phenomenon, 

to obtain an accurate measure of detonation velocity and 

functioning time simultaneously using remotely located 1 ;ht 

sensors.  This will eliminate witness blocks and the dent 

measuring function.  The functioning time measurement using 

detonation light gives an immediate acceptance or failure signal. 

The detonator is initiated by the specified minimum all-fire 

stimulus so if it fails to fire or "hang-fires", it is an 

immediate reject. Detonation light is described in Reference 24, 

Appendix 17,and a method of using it in functioning tests is 

described in Reference 36, Appendix 17. 
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Briefly, detonation light in granular explo- 

sives is an "extremely brilliant, short-lived flash of light 

produced when detonation products, after expanding from a 

crystal into an interstice are stagnated against the next 

grain".  It is not to be confused with light produced by the 

shock wave in the air surrounding a detonation.  The detonation 

light is produced only in the interstices as a discrete band 

of light about the size of the interstices. Thus, a photo- 

detector aligned with the end of an explosive column (such as 

a detonator) and collimated by slits so only light from the end 

of the column can be "seen", makes an excellent sensor for 

providing a "stop" signal to a chronograph or oscilloscope. 

The start signal can be provided by the firing pin contacting 

the input end of the detonator (breaking a light beam). 

To be a successful test, the time interval 

must be equal or less than some predetermined value which assures 

tlat the detonation velocity at output attained the required 

value.  Detonation velocity and pressure are related so that a 

measure of detonation velocity is as good as dent depth in a 

steel witness block without having to expend the block. 

A fixture to automatically position each 

detonator for the test can be designed to last for several 

firings and to be self renewing. 

Another type of remotely located, passive 

type of functioning tester is described in Reference 37, 

Appendix H  . 
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The device consists of two broad band,  high 

speed photomultipliers having a spectral sensitivity in different 

portions of the spectrum.    The photomultipliers are directed 

to sense the explosion, and the ratio of their outputs  is 

recorded as a function of time.     Since the light source will 

emit a spectral distribution which is dependent upon the 

temperature and energy of the source,  the two-photomultiplier 

technique should reveal the differences between acceptable and 

unacceptable explosive devices. 

Some of the salient features of the detector 

are rapid response of at least 0.1 microsecond and the ability 

to measure  temperature in the range  2000oK to at least  10,000oK 

without limitations on source  size or emissivity.    This develop- 

ment appears worthy of further consideration for functioning 

tests of detonators at  high rates with automatic read out of 

results. 

4.4       Equipment 

4.4.1  General Considerations 

The search for applicable equipment for the 

new high-volume, high-rate detonator production line included 

equipment for carrying out the multitude of operations as 

listed in Para. 4.5, following.  Obviously, time and funds did 

not permit a comprehensive, all inclusive search.  Instead, a 

selective sampling was made of those industries believed to be 

active in the areas of interest.  The anticipated new line was 

described and they were asked to respond with brochure material 
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about their equipment and capabilities.  These are filed in 

the categories of the major operations. Additional material is 

contained in the correspondence file and the index to the 

brochure material as weil as in the appendices to this report. 

With the exception of the problem areas 

listed in Para. 4.6, it appears that industry can provide 

equipment to do the job. However, before making trade-off 

analyses and specific recommendations, it will first be necessary 

to work out an overall design approach. 

4.4.2  Design Approach 

The general concepts and performance 

characteristics of the new detonator line are pretty well 

spelled out in Appendix 1, Description of Overall Systems 

Concepts, Appendix B, Project No. 5724000.  It remains to work 

out detailed designs of systems and equipment to implement the 

overall concepts. 

For instance, orienting and feeding metal 

parts, metering explosive and consolidation of the charges can 

be performed by various types of mechanisms.  Several different 

types are described in the appended documents and referenced 

reports, some of which represent efforts at comparative evalua- 

tion of different design approaches.  Some designs feature 

continuous motion of individual workpieces being processed by 

a multiplicity of tool modules mounted on rotating turrets. 

Some designs feature multiple cavity workpiece holders which 

are moved synchronously or non-synchronously (work demand system) 
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from work station to work station. Other designs combine such 

features. Unfortunately, without some basic data to work with 

it is difficult to make objective evaluations of the different 

designs and equipments available. 

Probably the best place  to start is with the 

characteristics of the explosives  to be loaded and the detonator 

design and performance specifications.    These are basic restraints 

within which framework the designers of the new line must work. 

Flow characteristics,  sensitivity and destruc- 

tive capability of the various explosives must be considered  in 

designing conditioning systems,  transport, metering devices, 

consolidation tooling and rates,  barricades and other  safety 

devices.     It appears that the best approach is to design pro- 

totype equipment and test it, modifying as required before 

finalizing  the design.    Concurrently with  this activity a 

program should be  implemented to resolve  the problems  in areas 

requiring further study  (Para.  4.6). 

Descriptions of the various types of equipment 

currently offered by industry will  be  found  in the various 

brochures  in the files.    Examples of  selected types are described 

in Appendix S. 
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4.5  Major Operations in Detonator Manufacture 

4.5.1 Conditioning the Explosives 

4.5.1.1 Shipping and Receiving 

4.5.1.2 Storage 

4.5.1.3 Conveying 

4.5.1.4 Washing 

4.5.1.5 Drying 

4.5.1.6 Blending (priming nixes only) 

4.5.1.7 Sieving (sifting) 

4.5.1.8 Dividing into One-Ounce Lots 

4.5.1.9 Inspection Testing 

4.5.2 Metal Parts 

4.5.2.1 Physical and Metallurgical Tests 

4.5.2.2 Cup Fabrication 

4.5.2.3 Closure Disc Fabrication 

4.5.2.4 Cleaning 

4.5.2.5 Inspect for Dimensions and Flaws 

4.5.2.6 Feed and Orient in Dies (cups) 

4.5.2.7 Feed and Insert (closure discs) 

4.5.3 Metering of Explosive Charges 

4.5.3.1 Metering (adjustable) 

4.5.3.2 Pelleting (output charges only) 

4.5.3.3 Cleaning and Dust Control 
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4.5.4 Consolidation of Charges 

4.5.4.1 Pressing at Controlled Rate § Pressure 

4.5.4.2 Measuring Charge Height 

4.5.4.3 Cleaning § Dust Control 

4.5.4.4 Reject Disposal 

4.5.5 End Closure 

4.5.5.1 Blank § Feed Discs 

4.5.5.2 Crimp 

4.5.5.3 Inspection 

4.5.5.4 Sealing Lacquer Application 

4.5.5.5 Inspection 

4.5.5.6 Leakage Testing 

4.5.6 Functioning Tests 

4.5.6.1 Sensitivity Test 

4.5.6.2 Output Test 

4.r,6.3    Functioning Time Test 

4.5.6.4 Evaluate Test Results 

4.5.6.5 Accept  -  Reject 

4.5.7 Packaging 

4.5.7.1 Package or Assemble in Fuze 

4.5.7.2 Stack Packages in Cartons and Seal 

4.5.7.3 Mark (identify) Cartons and Inspect 

4.5.7.4 Convey to shipping or Storage Facility 
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4.5.8  Auxiliary Operations § Equipment 

4.5.8.1 Controls § Display 

4.5.8.2 Sensors 

4.5.8.3 Counters 

4.5.8.4 Timers 

4.5.8.5 Computers 

4.5.8.6 Vacuum Systems 

4.5.8.7 Compressed Air Supply 

4.5.8.8 Reject Disposal System 

4.5.8.9 Waste Collection, "Kill" and 
Disposal Systems 

4.5.8.10 Air Conditioning § Heating Systems 

4.5.8.11 Pollution (environmental) Control 
Systems 

4.5.8.12 Static Electricity Control Systems 

4.5.8.13 Fire Protection Systems 

4.5.8.14 Explosion Protection Barricades 

4.5.8.15 Warning Devices § Systems 

4.5.8.16 Noise Abatement Systems 

4.5.8.17 Maintenance, Repair f. Troubleshooting 
Systems and Equipment 

4.5.8.18 Off-Line Gaging Standards 

4.5.8.19 Power and Utility Services 
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4.6  Problem Areas Requiring More Study 

4.6.1 Automating the Pack Line Safely 

4.6.2 Metering 

4.6.2.1 Accuracy 

4.6.2.2 Precision 

4.6.2.3 Safety 

4.6.3 Consolidation 

4.6.3.1 Rate 

4.6.3.2 Pressure 

4.6.3.3 Clearances 

4.6.3.4 Dwell 

4.6.3.5 Safety 

4.6.4 Barricades 

4.6.4.1 Conditioning 

4.6.4.2 Conveying 

4.6.4.3 Storage (ready box) 

4.6.4.4 Metering 

4.6.4.5 Consolidation 

4.6.4.6 End Closure and Seal 

4.6.4.7 Functioning Tests 

4.6.4.8 Packaging 

4.6.4.9 Dust and Reject Disposal 

4.6.5 Anti-Propagation Designs 

4.6.5.1 Including Dust and Reject Disposal 

4.6.6 Automatic Flaw Inspection 

4.6.6.1 Leakage Test 
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4.6.7 Automatic Functioning Tests 

4.6.7.1 Sensitivity 

4.6.7.2 Output 

4.6.7.3 Functioning Time 

4.6.8 Automatic/Remotely Controlled Maintenance 
and Repair 
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4.7      Supporting Data 

7.1      Correspondence* 

Documents* 

Vendor's Brochures* 

Visit Reports   (appended) 

7.2 

7.3 

7.4 

7.5 

7.6 

Monthly Progress Reports' 

Form Letters* 

*  (Under separate cover.) 
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4.8      Appendices 

1.      Description of Overall Systems Concepts 

G+W Cartridge Module "A" 

Trip Report  - H.  Wanger - Perry Industries 

Trip Report  - H.  Wanger  - Olin Corporation 

Trip  Report  - M.   Friedland  - Machine Tool Show 

Trip Report  -  H.   Wanger, E.  Hannum  -  Lone Star AAP 

Trip  Report  -  H.  Wanger, M.  Friedland 
Lake City AAP 

8. Trip Report  -  E.  Hannum - Frankford Arsenal 

9. Trip Report  - J.   Kelly    -  Frankford Arsenal 

10. Trip Report  -  E.  Hannum -  Phila.   Scientific Controls 

11. Trip  Report  -  H.  Wanger, E.  Hannum  -  Iowa AAP 

12. Olin Patent 

13. Trip Report - E. Hannum - Picatinny Arsenal 

14. Trip Report - E. Ha.inum - Picatinny Arsenal 

15. Analysis of Electroplating su   Detonator 
Manufacturing Technique 

16. Automation Editorial on Productivity 

17. Literature Reviewed 

18. OSHA Standards 

19. Trip Report - H. Wanger - Western Electric, MRC. 
Baltimore. Md. 
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APPENDIX  1 

Excerpts  From 

Description of Overall  Systems Concepts 
Appendix B 

Project No.   5724000 
Picatinny Arsenal 

MTD 

[Figures  2,   3 and 4 only] 
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APPENDIX B 

Project No. 572t«O00 

A. Automatel Line; 

The auto:natel lino will be a continuous operation monitored and con- 
trolled by computer. The operator will obaonre a display panel which will 
Infom him of the status of the operation at any time. The line will 
include the following features: 

1. All stations will be plug-in modules. 

2. All stations will be linked to the computer and display panel. 

3. Capability for varying the number, weight and density of Increments. 

h.    Ho operation will be required outside the system except for feed of 
raw materials and removal of packed product. 

5. Automatic fetd lack. 

6. Atttooatie shutdown of a module in case of malfunction or Initiation. 

7. In case of shutdown of a module, the work flow will he directed 
towar.i the tpenting modolei by passing the nalftmetlcnln? units.    y;>:tra 
nüd'.lcs vill be included which enn he autoirvtically inserted into the 
System to replace the nulfimctionicg unit.    Bo setup tina necoKCKry. 

8. Syr.Lem will identify courco of malfonction on pan«!. 

9. TIK, eo;;.p\iter will include a memory hank contalninc mc.cHr-r.ry 
infonnntion for nanufaeture of ur.vcml inltiatora (eventually ctll initiators). 
Selcctlcn of the Item to be produced and the number will require no forthor 
action on port of the opsrator.- The eotarputcr v,'Jll auto:;, tleal3:,  switch 
the proper nodules Into the line,  select the appropriate inspection yilmi, 
dwell times, incremental etc. 

10. Functioning tests will be performed on the lino as well as the 
iicual inspecti<m tcstfi. 

11. I'if! dii-pli.y p.mcl wild, nl all tinae infemn V.u operator as to 
which laodules arc in use,  the number of items eocplcted, tha status of 
inspection tests, and an alarm systea will imiAedlatnly alert hiu if 
BialAmetions, st(q}pf>ges, initiations, etc., diould occur. 
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APPETTDIX B 

Project No.  31?.kOO0 

The automatecl line will  intograto nil manufacturing operations 
(work handling,  Iciiln?,, crlr.plng,   •ealingj In-proccas inspection, asscnbly 
and test) Into a single continuous tysten.    Figui*e 3 illus-rutcn some of 
the possible nodes of operation for an interlocking, computerized cystcm. 

Operations; 

1. Inspection of Metal Parts: 

Dimensions,   integrity,  cc:r.pressive and tonsile strengths will be   r 
inspected for adherence to specifications,    r.acr.-iflux,  radiation and elec- 
tronic techniques will be utilized where applicable.    Mechanical probes, 
pne\wiitic Bonwirlni cystenis,  etc.,  will also be cnployed. 

2. Feed: 

All fend systeu wiDJ. be corplotoly autccate;l and will be continuous. 
Feedback fro;.; the various .'.-tr.tlons will halt the flow of parts and ex])lösive 
(if necesr.aiy) :.!.ould a stoppage or BälfunetiOQ occur.     jTne quantity of 
explosive maintained in the primary fc; ;d hoppara will dopjjid on type of 
explosive and safety limitations.    Powder will be dispensed in ueaeured 
amounts corresponding to weight or volur.e required for the lulividuul 
inerementa ot the eoneolidation points.    Vibra^oiy tyjie feed Btechanismsj 
forced food typos, moving belt, gravity and pneuratie fesäs \.,jll all be 
con:; 1 dored. 

3«    Inspection of Loaded Partn: 

Height of charge will be determined by nutc-it.!c proVes, weight 
by automatic weighing devices.    Rejected parts will be cycled out of Lho 
system for recycling or discard as required« 

k»    Sealing and Crimping: 

Automatic scaling nn.l crimping will be util5'.',od.    Available 
scaling equipment does not appear suitable for high volume autooatcd 
praUiction.    11  uill ^rohxbly bo ncccsrury to design and build entirely 
new equipment for this operation. 
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APPKIfDIX B 

Project No. ^T'^OO 

5. Testing: 

The r.'iMp.1 Ins procedure to be followed will be set up by the commter. 
Fuijctionins tests will be performed rmtor-atically with the results din- 
p]üyed on tne control panel. Failure beyonl epecficli-tio)i limits will 
clone dovn oi>'»rations If this should be desired. Tlic eysten will provide 
an override so that operation cun continue despite iailure to meet 
specifications. 

6. PüCi'.ing: 

Autf.::.at5e packing equipment will be developed.    The high rate 
equipirent in industrial \ise will be studied for fidaptability to explosive 
operation.'-    VacuuT., air pressure,  magnetici f»rid mechanical pickups will 
nil be considered« 

0 

The uec of a carrier as the vehicle for transferring the detonators 
through the syr-tem which will r.lso bo the inner packing container may 
solve the pröblea of orientation of the Iteras since r-iny detonators liave 
Ii/)) j-atjo' of unity or close to Jt. Design Of the overall system with 
the intent of utilizing the basic packing container as tne carrier iv. 
a desirable approach since the ultimate destination of the packed detonator 
will be loading and assembly plants where complete munitions will be 
produced. Return of -lie packing containers to the point of origin 
should present no problem. 
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APPENDIX 2 

Gulf + Western Cartridge Module "A" 

-U 



The Cartridge Module (A) is a manufacturing system for pro- 
ducing a complete cartridge. It is composed of sub-modules for 
manufacturing and assembling the cartridge's major components 
which are inter-connected by the Component Transfer System. 

A sub-module is a group of equipment required for the manu- 
facture or assembly functions necessary for the production 
of a complete cartridge. Associated sub-modules which make 
up the Module (A) are; Case Sub-Module, Bullet Sub-Module, 
Primer Insert Sub-Module, Load and Assemble Sub-Module, and 
Packaging Sub-Module. 

The Case Sub-Module (B) is tooled for the 5.5Cmin cartridge 
case, and with minimum alteration, is readily adaptable to 
the manufacture of 7.62mm, caliber .30, and caliber .30 
carbine cartridge cases. 

The sub-module is an in-line machine 
rotary presses and associated machinery 
tivc movement is provided by the rotary 
workpiece transfer system. Twenty-four 
used on the presses throughout ehe Bull 
modules are installed on each of twelve 
assemblies, except for the Trim Press a 
Press which have two tools on each modu 
at a maximum of 50 rpa to produce up to 
The linear velocity of the workpiece is 
during press rotation of SO rpa. 

system of interconnected 
Continuous and posi- 

forming equipment and 
tooling stations are 

ot Sub-Module.  Two tool 
slide and roller 

nd the First Boattail 
le.  The presses operate 
1200 parts per minute. 
6.67 feet per second 

Workpiece identity is constantly maintained on a 24-station 
basis.  The physical arrangement of ehe forming and transfer 
turrets ensures that a workpiece once entering the sub-module 
at a designated tooi.ini-, station will be subsequently operated 
on by a corresponding numbered station through the entire 
process cycle. 

The Bullet Sub-Module is tooled for the 5.56riri bullet, and with 
minimum alteration, is readily adaptable to the manufacture of 
7.62nm, caliber .3U, and caliber .30 carbine bullets. 

The "Case Lino" and "Bullet Line" are shown in the accompanying 
photographs in their current stage of development (early 1973). 
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APPI-NDIX 3 

Trip Report Hxtracts 

Hal Wanger 

to 

Perry  Industries 
Hicksville,  K.Y. 

9-19-72 

Km.   Kaliunr 
Dave Vilson 
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Mr. Kalmar UiscusseJ various jobs Perry had done, among 
them the following: 

(1) The automatic /nicrogravel machine delivered to Picatinny 
which had tested out at 20 units/min. KMt which has never been 
run at Picatinny due to cancellation 01 the program. 

(2) The 4Ünim grenade tstembly machines (M406) which ran 
at 45 units/min.  Three lines each were set up at Ravenna, 
Joliet and Milan. 

(3) An assortment of filling station machines for Atlas 
Chemical (now KJIJ to fill micro detonators, ]5 mg of L.A. and 
12 mg of 11MX, built to operate at 5()-40/minute. 

(4) An assortment of inert filler machines to operate up 
to 1300 units/ min. for the food, drug and chemical industry. 

(5) A line to operate at 20 units/min. to manufacture a 
rubber cartridge filled with CS for Edgewood Arsenal. 

(C) A cigarette filter machine to insert filters into 
cigarettes and cut them at 2400 units/min. for a major ciga:ette 
manufacturer. 

All of the above equipment hrul been delivered and were seen 
only on photos they happened to have. Mr. Kaiser demonstrated 
the Accufill syrtcm of alternate vacuum pickup and pressure 
delivery by Beans of lab equipment and then showed me some equip- 
ment (not actually run) which is shown in the Perry literature. 

Perry is supplying a sub nodule to loul prcpcllnnt and 
assemble bullets into cartridge cases for the Gulf + Western 
Cartridge Module "A".  It is designed to operate at 1200 ppm 
but is still in the building stage. The propellent loading 
module (NCKK and 1MK^82}!} and some of the gaging was demonstrated 
witli the computer (without cartridge cases). The series type 
dispenser might possibly be used fur lead azide, but there are 
pinch points.  A ''nuclear counter" is us( d to measure charge 
height. 

A number of machines in the ZSO-'SOO/min. range incT'des a 
sterile liquid filler, a sealed capsule assembler and a stopper 
machine. 
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APPr.NDIX 4 

Trip Report Extracts 

Hal Hanger 

to 

Olin-lVinchester 
New Haven, Conn. 

9-28/29-72 

Dave  Filull ay 
Edward St.aba 

Frankford Arsenal 
Geo.   Miller 
Ed  Ueinpi'er 
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Olin is under contract to TranKford Arsenal to build a 
demonstration model of an automatic primer loading macliine 
which uses an extrudable mix.  They have a putented process 
which uses about 2%  Karaya Gum in a water-wet primer mix. 
Karaya Cium is a natural ßum, but is modified by deacetylation 
(partiaJ removal of vapor constituents by bent).  See U.S. 
Patent No. 3,423,259, Jan. 21, 1969, Edw. A. Staba for details. 

The mix is extruded into metering cavities, doctored off 
by teflon blades, then punched into primer cups underpaper discs 
which are punched out in the same operation.  (They serve to 
keep the punches clean and prevent dustiflg when the primer mix 
is dry.)  The loaded cups then receive anvils and are dried. 
When dry, a drop of shellac, is added to assist in prevention of 
dusting and contanination.* 

Observations: 

1. Test results to date tend to indicate a slight increase 
in functioning time of primers made with Karaya Gum. 
(Most of the gum remains even after the moisture has 
been driven off.) 

2. The thin ^ilm of mix left on parts can dry rapidly and 
be hazaruous. 

3. There is a question as to whether such mixes can be 
consolidated at high pressure as required in detonators 

4. Detonator? must be sealed, so complete drying would 
LJC required prior to sealing. 

* Gurrcnt production prrctice is to apply the shellac or lacquer 
before drying ihc primers. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Trip Report 

Martin l-'riedland 

to 

Intcrnntioual Machine Tool Show 
Chicnßü,   111. 

9-12/13-72 
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Trip Kcport - The International Machine Tool Show 
Chicacjo, Illinois 
Sept. 12 & 13, 1972 

Purpose of tht trip wan to investigate machines and processes which 
may be applicable to the high-voliinie, high-rate production of 
detonators.  The follov'ing companies were visited at the booth in 
the Chicago Show: 

Daho Coir oration, Grnnd Haven, Michigan 

Thio corpany builds high speed hydraulic presses for 
blanking and assembly operations. The hydraulic press 
is copable of operating at 900 strokes a minute, with 
a stroke of 1/4" to 1/2".  The prnsr.es are used pre- 
dominantly in the manufacture of small metal parts. 

Sacma Cor.iornv, Italv 

This company rakes thread rolling equipment which 
utilises a pair of flat dies.  The dies reciprocate 
in opposite directions with the part trapped between 
the dies.  In this manner, the threads are formed 
on the part.  They are capable of feeding and handling 
up to 450 parts per minute. Feeding is accomplished 
by vibratory bov.'l and feed chute arrangement. 

Prüderer of Germany 

This company makes a short stroke, high-speed blanking 
press.  The press en exhibit was being utilized to 
blank small electric ;..otor laminations at a rate of 
550 parts pov minute.  The material was fed in in the 
form of prc-coatod steel stock.  The parts v.-erc blanked 
out, ^',;o part? being blanked at one time, one inside 
the other.  The parts were separated and discharged 
into a stacking device. 

Vibraroat re. Co.,  7nc., Nob] csville» Indiana 

I spoke to Mr. David Nelson, President of the company. 
The cc.r.pany rakes vibratory hoppers and feeders.  They 
have made feeders for cetonatoi cups which operate 
satisfactorily up to 1800 per minute. They have sup- 
plied these cuv. feeders to such companies as U.S. Royal, 
Gilraan Engrg. Co., Swansen Erie, and the Clyde Corp. 
They have airo i.-.adc feeding equipment which is capable 
of feeding brass cartridge cups and orienting then; at 
high speed!-. The equipment on exhibit seemed to operate 
quit.e satisfactorily. 
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Prutton Corp. 

'ihiü coir.pany is a manufacturer of thread rolling machines. 
The thread rolling la done with a cylindrical roll and 
convex socjirionts, which bear against the outside of the 
cylindrical roll.  The screw blank is fed in between 
the rotating circular roll and the stationary segment 
in rolled in that manner.  The machine en exhibit was 
rolling a 10-32 thread machine screws about 1-1/2" long 
at the rate oi  640 pieces a minute. Feeding of the 
screw blanks was acconplished by means of a vibratory 
bowl and feed track system. 

U.S. Daird, Strgt^ord, Conn. 

I spoke to Mr. Charles N. Warner, Sales Promotion Manager. 
They had a number of pieces of equipir.ent on demonstration 
at the booth. One was a 28-station horircntal press 
utilizing strip stock uhich was being used to form and 
assemble ] On IK-.-.- "Inr.ps per minute. Also on exhibit 
was a tran- .'i r pi :r.  operating at 300 strokes a minute 
mailing v     H^ric..! balls for the jewelry i..dustry. 
This p:   . it  t .ti jbli:  of making GOO p^rts per minute by 
utilii:ju**g A dcvitle-c, -cd feed rystem.  The company makes 
cam-optsraU  achir...  • >.irh arc capable of exerting as 
high as l&O tens per :'nation by use cf 5C-ton cams and 
a 3:1 toggle lin>.üq. systen« ht  one ti-.e, this company 
made speci.-.l ocuipmcM: which was utilized in the ordnance 
fio.ld.  Howeveri at this time, they do not manufacture 
any highly Bpe< ellsed equipment, but rather stiel: to a 
etzuidardized line of machines. 

Minster Machine Co. , MiRSteTi Ohio 

They had on exhibit a motor lumi nation machine which con- 
sisted of two high spaed mechanical presses and a large 
dial table. The dia.l table war. used to index the motor 
lamination blanks to each of the presses.  The high speed 
prcfjses would then blank out the motor lamination notches, 
one at a time, while the blank was rotated underneath 
the punch.  The presses operate ?t a rate of 1700 to 2000 
strokes per minute. 

National Acr.o^Co., Clevejar('i> Ohio 

Manufacturer.'; of Acmc-Gridley rcrow machines.  They had 
a number of various sizes and model screw machines on 
demonstration at the booth.  The highest production rate 
screw machine requires about 0.7 second per cycle which 
will produce approximately 100 finished parts per minute. 
The . machines arc capable of pcrforr.ing eight (P) opera- 
tion:; on each part at this high speed.  The machines 
utilize a wire feed system or are capable of handling 
bar stock. 
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Vf.O Press Co., Hudson, Now York 

Tho company had on exhibit a high speed transfer press 
doing a blankinq operation at tho rate of 200 parts per 
minute.  This company had provided equipment for muni- 
tions industry, but refuses to discuss it, since we are 
competitors. 

Schuler Commv.y,  Germany 

Tho company had an electric motor lamination line in 
operation.  The line consisted of three presses and a 
large dial index machine.  Strip stock was fed into 
the first press, which blanked out the rotor and stator 
blanks.  The blanks were then separated and fed into 
the lamination notching machines.  There the blank was 
rotated under the punch which was operating at 1300 
strokes per minute.  The equipment is of first class 
quality and is well engineered. 

Town stead Piv ct Co., 1 )iv. of To:: ton 

The company makes riveting r achinon as well as rivet 
making machines. The maximum speed of riveting is only 
80 to 90 parts per minute.  The limitation of high speed 
riveting is handling of the parts. They feel that 
rivctiri'T machines will operate as high as 000 parts per 
minuta it the solution of reeding of the parts can be 
accomplished. 

Bihler Compgnv, Gerir.ary 

This company had on exhibit two (2) very fine operating 
rotary forming machines.  The machine consists of a coil 
stock feed, feeding into a 3-station blanking die.  Ucio 
the parts are blanked and separated. They are then fed 
into & S'Station rotary c;n.; operated machine which forms 
tho part into the finished shape. One machine was 
operating at 600 ports per minute utilizing steel strip 
stock. A sccon:' smaller machine doing a similar opera- 
tion on brass stock was operating «T! 1,000 tarts per 
minute.  Loth of these machines operated very nicely. 
However/ the noise level of tho larger machine started 
to increase at a very significant rate at about -100 p..its 
per minute.  At 000 part:, {.-er minute, the noise level of 
the equipment was quite severe.  It should be noted, how- 
ever, that the machine covers had been removed to allow 
viewing into the operating mechanism of the machine, 
undoubtedly, with covers in place, the noise level would 
be considerably reduced. 
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Fastenor rnginoors, Inc., Rockforrl, 111. 

This company makes machines for headincj and slotting of 
fastener?; such as screws.  They had tv;o fastener slotting 
machines operating.  The machines are quite smaJl in 
size and use the vibrating bowl and fciid track system to 
feed the parts. The machines have a rotary turret with 
v-notchos cut at the edge of the turret. A pusher device 
pushes the blank into the v-notch.  Since the turret 
rotates, the blank is carried around with it trapped 
against a stationary plate.  The turret then rotates the 
head of the screw under a pair of slitting saws which are 
used to cut the slots in the screw heads.  The two machines 
operated at COO and 1200 parLs per minute.  The feeding 
of the parts into the machine appeared to be no problem. 

Esab Company, Sweden 

This company had a wire draw and cut-off machine.  This 
is used to draw wire to final diameter and then cut the 
wire off into pre-doterminca lengths.  The machine was 
capable of operating at 1050 parts per minute. 

Clcar.irr L\iv. of U.S. Industries, Chicago 
• 

Clearing had on exhibit a machine which is designed and 
manufactured in England for which they have the American 
Rights. The machine is a high speed transfer press, 
which wa^. tooled up for blanking out small parts.  The 
transfer press is available frcm 4 to 8 stations.  The 
transfer mechanisms were all cam actuated.  The machine 
operated very snoothly and made parts at the rate of 
approximately 300 per minute.  I discussed with two 
members of the English Company which built the machine, 
the use of this typo of equipment for the manufacture of 
ordnance components.  They arc suppliers to the govern- 
ment arsenal in England.  However, due to low production 
requirements, they are able to satisfy the government 
requirements by the use of this type of transfer press. 
They have tooled these machines for making parts for 
5.56mm and 7.62rra\ cartridge cases and bullets.  The 
machine was very well-built and operated with practically 
no vibration. 

//A./^siAStcCJs 
M.   Tried.land 
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Trip Report 

H. Wanger 
E.E. Hannum 

to 

Lone Star AAP 
Texarhana, Texas 
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TRIP REPORT 

I JVC Et   LONE STAR ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT       PROJECT!  05308 
TEXARKANA, TEXAS 

PATE; 10-3/5-72 
VISITORS; HAL HANGER, PICATINNY ARSENAL, MTD 

E.E. HANNÜM, G+W R&D CENTER 

PURPOSE!  TO STUDY TECHNIQUES AND EQUIPMENT CURRENTLY USED AT 
LONE STAR TO MANUFACTURE NON-ELECTRIC DETONATORS 

DISCUSSION 

1.  Our guide was Ken Elliott of Day & Zimmerman, operators of the 

GO-CO Plant for the past 20 years.  The production line is in twe 

sections; the "back line" where the explosive materials are received 

and conditioned, and the "front line" where the dry explosives are 

loaded into detonator cups. 

2*  The "Back Line" 

The back line consists of a number of thick-walled, reinforced 

concrete and mr.soncry building! din^erned in a large field and 

connected by covered concrete sidewalks.  The distance between 

the buildings conforms to the Quantity-Distance Tables in the 

AMCR 385-100 Safety Manual. Each type of explosive is received and 

conditioned separately.  Lead Azide, for instance, is received in 

55-gallon drums that weigh about 600 pounds when loaded and contain 

10 conductlve-rubber-llned cloth bags each containing 15 pounds of 

wet lead azide.  It is drowned in a water-alcohol solution and the 

individual bags arc. separated by quantities of wet sawdust« 

The bags are removed from the drum, washed and placed in stainless 

steel buckets and covered with alcohol.  Each building has an open 

drain through to a basin or ditch outside, where waste materials 

are flushed into a "kill" solution which consists of Hi trie Acid 

-Jr- 
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and Sodium Nitrite in water.    At the end of each shift,  the pool is 

boiled with steam then the residue is tested.     If  "killed",   it is 

then drained off to a disposal area and allowed to "leach out" 

into the ground. 

The concrete floors   (conductive,  some are covered with lead)   are 

kept water-wet and all personnel murjt wear conductive shoes and 

anti-static clothing   (cotton).    Shoes must be cleaned on a wet 

rubber mat before entering buildings.    Personnel are not permitted 

to step off of the  concrete walks. 

The reason for this is that they have had  several injuries caused by 

the ground exploding under peoples'   feet.     They don't seem to know 

why this happens.     However, the explanation seems obvious.     in each 

building,   filtered air  is  forced  in,   but allowed  to  leak out through 

whatever openings  exist.     The air  leaking out carries explosive dust 

and evidently deposits a  lot of  it on the ground nearby.     The grinding 

action of peoples'   feet on the explosive dust and gritty earth 

cause explosions- 

This line of reasoning  is  supported by similar phenomena in the 

front line.     Even  though  every effort is made  to  cleiui away dust  from 

the machinal   (using vacuum pick ui_.:  after each step in the process) 

dust evidently  still accu'.uiates on  the  cquipiücnt,   though hardly 

visible.     Sometimes,  when a  "blow"  occurs  in a  consolidation opera- 

tion,  it will propogate around the entire machine via the accumulated 

dust. 

This servos  to  illustrate  the hazard  involved   in  loading dry,   sensitive 

primary explosives  and  "initiating"   explosives  such as lead azide, 

lead styphnate and priming ,  Ixes.    At Lone Star only one ounce at a 
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time of these materials is placed in the barricaded, metering- 

consolidation stations. When a blow occurs, the metering device 

is destroyed and the punch and die usually damaged (but readily 

replaced). Many spare metering devices are kept on hand. 

Single 15-pound bags of wet lead azide are transferred via a "baby 

carriage" pushed by an operator to another building v.,here it is 

kneaded and mi::ed by rubber-gloved human hands.  Conductive rubber 

cylinders lined v/ith a cloth strainer are filled with cbout 2 pounds 

of wet lead azide and then placed over an aspirator flask and most 

of the liquid is drawn off. 

Six of these (approx.) 2-poun'3 containers are placed in a conductive 

rubber box and v.'heeled in the baby buggy to the dry house. Here 

they are placed in a rack and warm air forced thru until the material 

is thoroughly dry.  There may be as much as 600 pounds in thu  fay 

house at one timeI 

Two-pound batches of dry azide are sieved in a "jelly bag" strainer, 

in a heavily barricaded room, by remote control.  At this point, 

samples are taken to determine acceptability of the batch. I'ointure 

content, purity, and gra.in size are among the tests performed.  If 

acceptable, th' 2-pound hutch is placed in a barricade which contains 

a scale balance and remotely-operated manipulating devices.  By 

this -.cans, one-ounce quantities are placed into steel cups in 

separate, conductive-rubber-containers. Those are than moved into 

the front line, one at a time as needed. 

Other primary explosives c.uch a lead styphnatc are handled in 

similar fashion, bu' in a separate lino. 
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The priming mix materials ar« received separately and blended in a 

barricaded; remotely-controlled operation. 

Output charge explosives such as KDX are received in moist condition 

in 50  # containers.     In some operations,  the output charges are 

loaded in pellet  form then reconsolidated when loaded into detonator 

cups. 

The buildings and covered walkways are fitted with lightning rods and 

heavy ground conductor cables and, of course, all precautions are 

taken to avoid static electricity and other sources of stray energy. 

i.     The "Front Lino" 

From the outside, the front line looks like two rows of horse stables 

you might see at any race track. At Lone Star, two rows of about 18 

"stalls" each facj each other acrosa a "no-nvan's land" of about 

30 yards.  Each ytall has three thick reinforced concrete walls 

with steel doors forming the fourth wall (front) , and houses a 

complete assembly "front line" for a particular type of detonator, 

lead or delay. 

Outside of the Btall8/used for making detonators and leads,are heavy 

steel barricaded "ready Lo:;" storage chambers for the priming, inter- 

mediate and output charge materials waiting to go into the line 

(in one-ounce increments). 

Barricades are of welded steel coni-truction, usually rectangular in 

cros;r.~section and exJ nd from the concrete floor up through the roof 

in order to vent the sxploslve end-products in case of a "blow". 

Accers doors are also heavy steel plate, are larger than the opening 

and oj:on inward so that internal pressure cannot blow them of£ 
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their himjes. Although of mostly welded construction, where bolts 

arc necessary, the heads are inside the barricade. If studs and 

nuts are used, the threaded holes do not penetrate through the 

steel wall. This is to avoid making projectiles of nuts and bolts 

in case of an explosion within the barricade. 

View ports are small and fitted with about 4 thicknesses of 1/8" 

thick LrXAN (G.E. Co. polycarbonate), the number depending upon the 

results of safety tea'.s. 

The production lines differ dependiny upon the item being manufactured 

and the quantities required. Some are almost completely manual and 

others are almost complete]y automatic.  The highest degree of 

automation is probably acco;Tiplishcd with the Lone Star modified, 

Ferguson "Trans-o-mater".  It is capable of producing from about 

30 to 60 finished items per minute (depending upon the complexity 

of the item) with very little assistance from the human operatorr.. 

The operators must manually supply rav.T, bulk (one-ounce quantities) 

of explosives to the metering stations, detonator cups to the cup 

feedcr-orienter and reels of metal to the closure disc blank and 

insert stations. 

The Trancj-o-matcr is an Indexing» in-line system on a continuous 

conveyor featuring a transfer belt with flexible riteel segments. 

Each Mgment mounts alignment fixtures for centering dies under 

the metering devices and consolidation ramrj. The dies receive 

cups, open end up, then arc moved int-o barricades where an explosive 

charge is metered in. 
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ConsolidaLion pressure is regulated by culiLratcd, spring-loaded 

rans (there is no dwell time) and charge height is monitored by 

detectors on the rams. One highly regarded device is the "Electricator" 

an electric dial indicator made by Federal Products Corp, 

In some cases output charges such as RDX are loaded in pellet form 

then reconsolidatcd. Closure discs are blanked from strip stock 

and punched right into the detonator cup.  Crimping is done in 

two steps, 45° and 90°. The 90° crinp is used as a sizing 

operation to bring the detonator into the length tolerance. 

Inspection is 100% and is completely manual and visual. Rejection 

rate is reported as high as 30%. 

4.  Miscellaneous Notes 

4.1 Pressure dv/ell during consolidation is not considered 

necessary. When called for in the specifications, Lone Star 

usually dfOIHtnt I i that it is not needed. 

4.2 It was reported that the system used at Lake City AAP, which 

features a 110-cavity metering platen system, suffered such a 

seriouy explosion that they were out of production for about 2 years. 

Lone Star loads only one cup at a time. 

4.3 No one seenod to know hov; fast, the consolidation rams move 

during cunsolidaticn.  However, we can calculate an approximate 

speed. At 30 ppr.i (one every 2 seconds) if wo assume 1/2 second to 

move the workpiecc into the consolidation station and 1/2 second to 

move it out| there is one second for oonsolit^tion.  If we assume the 

ram contacts the loose explosive 1/2 way down its stioko and consolidates 

from a height of .250 inch to .050 inch, the consolidation stroke is 

.200 inch and pet formed in 1/4 .second (sco sketch).  Ti.us, the con- 

solidation rate is .200 inclj per 1/4 second or .8 in./sec. or 4{i .in./min. 

or .067 ft./sec« 
y      IS 
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Thej.u arc two meterinrj devices currently in use.  One is the Cargil 

lOOOytf which iü simply a small shallow spoon that dips into the 

mix (used mostly for griming and delay mixe&) and is leveled off 

by a "doctor" blade.  This is also used manually. 

The second metcrimj device is a little more complex.  It is the 

Charolee Loader.  It consists of a lucitc or plexiglas block about 

3.5 inches long and 3/M" square into which are drilled two inter- 

secting cylindrical passages, each about the same diameter as a 

detonator cup.  The intersection angle is acute about 30° or less. 

Lead azide feeds down a flexible tube, from the one-ounce capacity 

funnel-hopper located just above, into the cavity formed in the 

Incite block just beyond the intersection of the two intersecting 

passages.  Flexible, vacuum-air hoses supply tiny air cylinders 

which adjust the cavity if it meters too much or too little.  This 

■djUftable volume cavity is the metering cavity«  V.'hcn a detonator 

cup in a funnoi-dic is positioned benenth the metering device, the 

device is inverted and the metered charge drops into the detonator 

cup.  The "doctoring" occurs at the sharp shouldered intersection 

of the two cylindrical passages. 

Thir device seems to give accurate and consistent results, but the 

quantity of lead azide frequently exceeds one ounce because the 

funnel must Le filled before it is quite empty and the tubing holds 

almost one ounce.  If a bleu occurs, the entire device is destroyed. 

For this roaseui, about 20 span:: ere always maintained in ready 

condition. 

H 
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4.4 Dot)nators are too small to have any identification marking 

other than tho.  colored lacquer uncd to seel and identify the output 

end. Their identification is on the packages into which they are 

placed after acceptance inspection. 

4.5 Lone Suar makes all kinds of non-clcctric detonators, leads 

and delays. Airong those in cuncnt or recent production arc the 

folloving: 

M55 M80 
M42 MK95 
M76 M59 
M35 M58 
M24 M87 
M63 

4.6 It was generally agreed that one of the most difficult 

problems to be solved in high-volume, high-rate detonator produc- 

tion is that of bringing sufficient quantities of sensitive 

explosive to and through the line safely. 

4.7 Lcue Star ha^ been working on an automated conditioning system, 

funded by Picatinny Arsenal« Ken Elliott has a prototype system 

in operation with which he plans to demons-rate feasibility of the 

approach. From this, he hopes to be able to design a functional 

system,  liis prototype is essentially autoiaation of th« current 

"bad: line" processes all consolidated behind ono heavy barricade. 

It processes tv-o pounds at a tiir.e and has the obvious disadvantage 

that a blow will wreck tho entire system. 

4.0 It.appears that nev; approaches are reeded.  Current safety 

regulations almost dictate a batch process.  However, if a r.iraplor 

more effective iceana of desensitizing the bulk explosives so they 

could be handled and loaded safely in larger quantities were 

I    pos;.iole, this would not be such a linitir.Cj restraint. 
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T Another concept is to simply automate the present back line and 

feed the one-ounce or ]ess quantities steadily into the line in 

isolated, barricaded containers. 

4.9 One great stumbling block was reported. Apparently, the 

U.S. Goverment has stock piled enough lead azide (stored in the 

customary water-ülcohol wet 15-pound bags)to meet all requirements 

for the next 40 years!  So whatever scheme is used, it will have 

to start from these. 

I 

Dust Cortrql 

It is interesting to note that the raochanisms used in the front 

line are not covered.  The Lone Star philosophy is that covers 

tend to hide accuirulations of explosive duat, thus creating 

"big boirib;;".  Thorough clocking at periodic intervals is standard 

procedure. All surfaces must be easily accessible or they raifjht 

be neglected. Vacuum cleaner lines vith water traps are plentiful 

at Lone Star.  Much use is r.ade of air jet (venturi effect) pumps. 
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Lake Cj ty currently produces only the MIJVKI detonator v;hich 
OIG used in the  20^^. cartridge.  They are producing these detonators 

at bet-ween ^00 and 2C0 per minute en one lino.  Lake City uses the 
110-hole loading plate cystera.  The detonator cups, which are nade 
Din a separate building are shaken in a bag to lubricate them with 

graphite. The gjaphitod cups ere loaded into a bin.  Several feaale 
operators tc:i:e the 110-hole loading plates« lay them into the bin 

Ö full of cups, pov- cups over the top of the loading plate and very 
oJowly move the loading plate back and forth. After some 10 or IS 
seconds, most of the holes in the loading plates have been filled 

Dwith detonator cups which fall into the holes with cloned end down. 
Any cups that are inverted are removed and any holes that are not 
filled with cups are filled individually. A solid plate underneath 
the loadina plate prevents the cups .rev. falling through. The 
loading plates now arc assembled with a filling plate which con- 
tai is  110 small funnel»shaped openings.  The three plates are then 
clipped together by means of spring clips which hold them together 
in proper alignment:. 

Date;     10-12 October 1972 

Location; LCAAP, Independence, Mo. 

Purpose;  To study techniques and equipment 
currently used at LCAAP to raanufacture 
non-electric detorat-crs. 

Contacts; Mr. Frank Green, Chief of Operations Review 
Mr. Ed Thornton, Industrial specialist 
Mr, Frank Lowrey, Cupt. of Loading Dldg, - Remington 

Visitors; Hal Wangcr, Picatinny Arsenal MTD 
M. Friedland, G+W RCD Center 

1, DETONATOR LINE 

Via  were given a brief visit of the back line which consists 
of a number of thick-walled, reinforced concrete and masonry 
buildings dug into large mounds of earth.  These buildings are 
used to stoj.u and separate the various explosives from large 
quantities to smaller quantities. After the explosives have been 
reduced to smaller size packages« they are taken into to drying 
rooms for drying and subsequent transfer to the loading areas. 
The back line at Lake City is quite similar to that at Lone Star. 
Mast of the procaciures used are quite similar to that at lone Star 
for handling and weighing the explosive.1;.  Ted Hannum's trip report 
(Lone Star) contains an extensive explanation of the handling system 
for handling explosiver; in the back line area and since Lake City's 
pioceduros are almost identical, details of these operations are 
not included. 

2. DETONATOB FRONT LINE 
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At thi:: time, the plates tiro taken into the londinq area.  The 
povrdcr loadinq area concinto of a scries of 8 or 10 OUbiolM arranged 
in pairs.  The left hand cubicle of each pair containo a filling 
machine, while the right hand cubicle contains a lOO-ton, Oilgcar, 
"C", frama hydraulic picsr,.  The first cubicle is therefore used to 
load the first p;v;der which is the priir:er mix.  The operator v;ith- 
draws approximate]y 1 ov:r.ce of the prir.cr ir.ix from a closed box 
in the back oi the cubicle, puts the mix into a rubber boat r.ounted 
just above the nachinc hopper.  The operator then goes outsiee and 
lochs the door.  The prir.cr mix in the rubber boat is then tilted 
by the operator JO that the mix tails into a squara shaped hopper 
in the; machine.  The hoppex plate has a recess about 2 inches deep, 
and the bottom of the pJai.e has 110 holes on the sai..e centers as 
the loading plate.  Each of the holes has a funnel shape. Directly 
underneath the runnel shaped plate is the meizering plate. This 
meter;iig plate h?.s 110 holes of the correct diameter and by adjust- 
ing tJie thickness of the metering plate is ablo to meter the 
correct volume of pov/der into each hole.  The operator loads the 
loading plate filled with cups onto a chain conveyor outside of 
the cubicle,  'i^o door in the cubicle is opened and the loading 
plate is pushed inside by the chain conveyer, and the door is then 
closed. The loading plate and hopper plates are off-set slightly 
in one direction so that the powder does not fall through. The 
operator, using manual controls from the outside, then agitates the 
powder very gently by means of a rubber paddle, and the powder flows 
into the metering plate.  The metering plate is then moved about 
1/4" by  means of a remote control so that the holes in the metering 
plate and the holes in the loadinq plate are directly in lino with 
each other. The powder an the metering plate then falls through 
the loading plate and into the detonator cup. At the same time, 
since the holes in the metering plate are now offset from the holes 
in the hopperf the hopper is effectively closed off from any flow 
of the powder.  The plate wich the detonators loaded with the primer 
mix is then removed by the operator in the same manner as it was 
loadfc'. The plate with the powder is now handed over to the operator 
in the next cubicle. 

The next cubicle lias the consolidation press.  The press- lias 
a die set installed ir it which in turn has a plate with 110 punches 
attach., ci to it. The primer mix is consolidated at approximately 
2^,000 psi and docs not utilize any stops at the bottom of the 
Stroke. Consolidation is determined by pressure buildup rather 
than by a fixed height.  The operation of the compaction station 
is similar to the loading station in that th» operator loads it 
outside, opens the door and the conveyer - . • .; it inside. After 
Closing the door, the press goes through an automatic cycle.  The 
cycle consists of approximately 3 seconds of travel in which the 
punches travel approximately 1 inch. An B-second dwell at the 
bottom and then approxim I ly 3 seconds to return to the top.  This 
means that the punches are compacting at a rate of approximately 
20 inches p.-r mi ante.  Alter finishing, the door is opened and the 
plate is removed by the conveyor and is then transferred to the next 
machine for If iding th      •    ge.  Ph  • eh. reu  s are being used 
for the 2Cr;a', d onatov,  ' . • .  dc is t!.--1 second .     which is 
comp Led to . 1,000 p.-' .-nd :. ; '■ the th e rharge^ . dch is com- 
T     to '■, ■   ■   ' •■i.    • c      ng oi :.. other two chare .is 

the sai ■  Muipi    md in exactly the sa-.ie manner 
as d  ■. •   d i'  the pi .1' c mix,   o* 
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DTho loading plate thon goes to the next cubicle in which the 

plate is inserted into the cubicle rercotcly, aluminum foil is fed 
into the machine, and by means of suitable punches, a disc of the 
foil is inserted on top of the detonator poudor mix. This aluminum 
foil serves as the closure for the open end of the detonator. 
After inspection to see that the aluminum disc ia in place, the 
loading plate ia then transferred to a small air-operated press. 

In discussing the hazards of this operation, v;o found out that 
the Lead Azide compacticn was by far the most danqerous of all the 
operations. Apparently, the Load Azide is pinched, which causes it 
to blow.  While no exact figures could be given, they indicated 
that they have 10 to 20 blows a year, primarily in the Lead Azide 
compaction station.  They have not had any fatalities in this area 
for a"long period of time. When the Lead Azide blows, it ruins the 
entire tool set, but it does not damage the press. Most of the 
time, in addition, it will blow out either the back wall of the 
buildii.g or the roof. 

After compacting the RDX, the loading plate then goes to an 
inspecir.icn machine which was built by Sheffield and utilizes a 
fluidic gaging process to check the height of the compacted deton- 
ator mix. Any detonators which arc not within height tolerance 
are removed. 

Ü 
DHere, the girl inserts a crimp plcite over tho top of the detonate 

cups which are now sticking out of the loading plate; the funnel 
plate having been previcusly removed.  The entire assembly is in- 

D     sorted under the air-operated press, resulting in a 4 5° crimp. 
The loading plato is than removed x.:rom the press and put into 
another cubicle to perform the 90° crimp.  The 90° crimping is done 
by covering the loading püatc with a second crimp piate and a 50-ton 

n     hydraulic press.  In addition» the detonator height is determined 
by this operation.  The detonators are inspected and then the crimped 
end is coatca with a greon lacquer which acts as a sealant as well 
Das an .•identification for the detonators.  At the final operation,- 

the detonators are aaaemblad into the balls which are to be ultimately 
used in the 20mm fuze.  After this operation, the detonator and 

a     ball assaably is removed from this building and sent to the fuze 
assembly area. 

D Standard Process Records were not available at Lake City. 
Drawings of the loading plates and all of the rest ot   the toolinrr 
are available, but they will have to be obtained through Picatinny 
Arsenal. 

I 
: 

i 

3 .   M^WOTACTÜRE Ol'  PrLT.ETS FOR Tl' £_ 20MM BOOSTER 

The 20miii booster uses two compacted pellets of RDX. This job 
ic done in a remote building, automatically. They are using a 27- 
station rotary Stokes machine. It is arranged so that two pellets 
are compacted at a time. C.in-c the machine operates at 50 rpm, 
100 pellets per ninute are produced. The machine uses a cam ti.ick 
to raise end lower the punches; both the bottor and the top punches. 

-f* 
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For compacting, the punch head rjoec underneath a round wheel (both 
top and bottou punches) .  These wheels are adjusted to deliver the 
proper compacting presrure.  There are two wheels; at 180° from 
each other which permits the two pellets to bo compacted at the 
MM time. I'owder feed system is conventional for a compacting 
machine. 

4, 5.5CMM  PKIMER  IQADIKG 

This loading system utilizes a loading plate with 1416 holes. 
The cups are vibrated into the loading plate, base down in the 
first operation. The primer mix is pressed into a 1416-hole meter- 
ing plate by hand, utilizing a rubber too?.. The operator presses 
this rubber tool against the plate to force the wet primer mix into 
the plate.  Filling is done froa both side., and excess material 
is doctored off. The p] ate with the mix ai.d the plate with the 
primer cups are put together under a pneumatic press fitted with 
141C pins, which pushes the mix cut of the metering plate and into 
the cup, and, in addition, compacts the mix. A pai-er closure is 
then incertcd into each primer cup one row at a time.  The primer 
anvils are leaded into cinother loading plate al::o by means oi.' vibra- 
tion.  The plate wiuh the anviir. and the plate with the loaded cups 
are put togctner and indexed ui.d'.r a press one row at a time, which 
then pushes the anvils from the uiate into the primer cups.  Lacquer 
sealant is then put on the priaex by reans of a pin fixture, by 
dipping trie pin into tha laoouer and than transferring the drop of 
lacquer on the end of üaeh pin to the prr.i'.or in the loading plate. 

5. THE  BENDIX  PPJI:-?. CUP  IgAPIMG  MACHIMB 

Uendix has a contract with Lake City to make a primer cup 
loading machine.  The machlna has been built and is now being de- 
bugged at Lake City.  The machine has successfully loaded inert 
material, but probier.:; have arisen when uhe machine was utilized 
to Bake actual priiacrs.  The machine utilir.os the 141C-hole loading 
plate concept •  In production, they feel that up to four plate's per 
minute could be processed.  A schematic is unclosed which shows 
the basic operation oi this machine. 

6*   20:"1 BOOSTER LOADINGJtfACHIWE 

This war; a Stokes in-lire press which operates at 50 strokes 
a minute and is double tooled and therefore makes ICO parts par 
minute.  Present production is approximately 25,000 parts per 
8-hour shift. Thic press loads the 20rom booster with two (2) 
pellets and consolidates the pcllbts. The operation is as follows: 
Peed ihv  metal booster part in the first station.  The second 
station fee ! two r lUts at a time into the boos Lor. The third 
St -ion consolidal s it. The fourth station puncher: out an aluminum 
clo insertt; the disc on top of the powder. The next 
station is a •1IL>J crimp, and the last operation is a 90" crimp. 
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The machine operates liV.c a tx*an;ifrr prccu,  except that the booctcr 
parti; arc carried in IACL il rarricrr. and attached to endless chains. 
At each station the chain c»v/el]s and the one operation is accomplished. 
The entire ■■ohlnfl is enc3o!:«jd in the blast-proof cubicle and is 
operated automatically without attendance. The press is a mechanical 
press of fairly large bed size but rather light tonnage. 

7«  SS VL0  S.SGVM gRIMEH TI.TT.HT KACHII^ 

The prirer inucrt machine is a 300 stnke a minute mechanical 
press togethci wi'eh  a rotary dial table of approximately 20 stations. 
The cups are fed from a hopper into a set of Mollen's rolls by meens 
of a vibratory focrJcr. Tlw Mol Ion's rolls orient the cartridges 
in a point dov.nv.-ard position, and they are then fed down a chute. 
A pin attachcu to the slide push-s them from the chute onto a man- 
drel on the dial table.  (The dial table indexes through a start 
and stop motion 300 times a minute.)  The dial table then moves the 
piece to the MXt station which checks for the presence of the 
pocket in the end of the cartridge case. 

The next Operation picrcefj the vent hole. Next, a checking 
operation checks ror the presence of the vunt  hole.  Then, upon 
further indcxincy, the primer is fed and placed into the primer 

U     pocket in the cartridge ee.-e.  The primers are fed from a hopper 
down a chute anu transferred by means of a starwhcel device. a chute and transferred by means of a starwheel device. 

The next index inserts the priiaer by mc^ns of a punch to the 
proper depLh. PresenM of the prlncT is then clieclced in the next 
station,  ^he choking op-ri tionr do not r'.r.ove the; defective part, 
but step the macnine and a fault light ccm:!3 on and tlic operator 
removes the bad part. 

The last station inrerts the: cartridge into a hollow tube at 
the hatten.  The tube which travels in a vortical direction is 
attache.] to the press slide.  The bottc.n end of the tube moves 
down over the case and hoj.ds the case b" spring fingers. In each 
fOOCttSi ive cperation, another cartridge gocb in the bottom and 
tBOther case then conei out the top of thy tube, whei c a set of 
fingers grab the case.  Ti:c case is moved into a device which 
applies the ^eaL nt. The cartridge:; are th^n removed on a track 
device.  The pre.-ees utilize Honeywell pncu-;..'tic controls. 
Apparently, Üies« are fiuidic controls and they have not found 
them to bt; entirely reliable. They .indicated that the press 
othcrv.isa operaU.; satisfactorily. 

8.   5. 

The 5.56ma clipping line utilizes the old type rotary clipping 
■achin« . which feed 5 cartridges at: a time into a slot in a rotary 
wheel by ft:    at two positions; ten cartridges are loaded into 
each slot.  The clips were oiiivt.< I Into a belt containing slots 
by means '1- a vibrating icedcr.    ■ of the clip:- which tire inverted 
are blown o: . by >a air j t\  .  The clips arc then pushed oitto 4:i.e 
load oi ten  irtridges.  By this  ans, apj  timately 140 cartridges 
a minu.-- . i       d. Thi load« d cl :': i    c;- Liv • <  fron the 
c.T.i.' I  machii  >y means of a conv< 'or to gitls who put the point 

ft' 
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protectors on the clips and put the two clips into the cardboard 
carton. They arc then conveyed to machines which are used to load 
the cartons i/ito the bandoleer. This is a "rhoc-horn" type loader 
in which the girl fits the  bandoleer over stainless steel horns and 
upon activ~cing the switch, seven cartons fall down tho chute into 
the bandoleer.  About 501  of tho time, one or two of the cartons 
would" iiot enter the bandoleer oponinq properly and the girl had to 
jtigglcj tho bandolonrs to ir.dhc the cartons fall in properly.  The 
loaded bandoleers are then put on a conveyor belt whore several 
girls fold the banco]eers and load them into the annunition cans 
by hcMid.  The loaded arrjnunition cans are then delivered to the 
crating area where the crate is fcrr.cd around the cans by hand. 
The craU;:j are s.-aied manually and sent to a "Gottscho" crate mark- 
ing machine which markes three sides of the crate.  Tho crates 
are then conveyed to the palletizing area and palletized and banded 
manually. 

9.  7.62MM LIMXIWO MID P/.CKTI:G LINE 

Lakt?i City has lines for linking both 7.G2iTm and .30 caliber 
cartridges.  The linking machines run at 550 to 600 cartridges per 
minute.  The 7.G2r~ linkirg machine utilises three feeding hoppers. 
At the time I was there, they wore linking one tracer and four ball 
bullet-ratio beltc, of IOC round length.  Tho machine utilizes three 
sets of y.ollcn'- rolls. One set of Mollen's roJls feeds the tracer 
cartridges, while two set:- reed th^ ball bullets.  The tracer crr- 
tridges come off the Pollen's rolls into a banana tube and are fed 
into a roller with a slot in it for one cartridge.  7»djacent. are 
two settf of rollen with slots for two cartridge.'"; in each rollor. 
These are fed by tho Mcllo./s rollers for the Lall bullets and 
appropriate banana tubes.  By tbil MMUftSf one tracer is placed 
into every fifth slot in the grooved belt, and the other four slots 
filled by two bail cartrieccs from each of tho two rollers, thereby 
obtaining the DIM tracer and four ball bullei*. configuration. 

The belt goe.^ up an incline vjhero the cartridges fall into a 
short magazine tu^.;.  The n lyasina tube then feeds the grcoved 
assembly wheel. The assambly wheel picka off one cartridge in each 
groove at t00 per minute«  A girl feeds the links out of the box of 
?.0 into a chute which in turn feeda the links into the assembly 
wheel in the aan« groove, hut at the oppfsi^e end of the cartridge. 
As the aaaenbly wheel turn:;, a cam pushea the cartridge axially 
into the linka and thereby accomplished the linking. An arm with 
a finger on it directly undrz the magazine which feeds the assembly 
wheel is used to determine the length of caeh bolt of ammunition by 
stopping the feed at «very 100th *wund.  Thi_ miasinq cartridge 
prevents linking and t.Me belts are then made .into proper length. 

The belts v\.rc  then conveyed to a table where three girls were 
inspecting them.  The girls checked tho belt against an aluminum 
fixture with hole; matching the centers of the cartridges« She 
then put the belt en a si   ...::  device which checked for broken 
or weak links.  She next turned he belt an« Inserted the points 
oi the cartridges into this checking Cixt^ro and aeatcd them. 
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The chcckincj fixture which is made up of foldable bars is then 
accordian folded with the belt in place into the configuration 
required for packing. She then turns the entire assembly over 
eo that the cartridejen aro sitting on the ends. The assembly 
device is removed and the folded bolt is pushed into the card- 
board carton.  The cartons arc then put on a conveyor belt and 
delivered to the next operation v/hereby girls insert the cartons 
into the bandoleers by hand.  The girls then take the filled 
bandoleer and insert two bandoleers into an ammunition box. 
The bandoleer strap presents a problem and requires that the qirl 
use a blade to push the loose end of the .strap into the ammunition 
box.  The girls then clone the boxes and put then on a conveyor 
belt where they are delivered to the crating operation.  The 
crating operation is done by haiv., and the crate is folded around 
the ai-.jnunition boxes. The amv-unition boxer; are c.lored and sealed 
by hand  and delivered on a conveyor to a "Cottccho" crate printer. 
The cartons arc printed on three sides and then delivered to the 
palletizing and bandimj area.  They are loaded and banded manually, 
and arc ultimately removed by fork lift truck. 

gOMMENTi The visit to Lftkt City was very interesting and inform- 
ative.  In general, the plant seems to be very weil 
operated, quite clean and the personnel rnpoar to be 
very knowiodgoablo.  They are c-xtrcnely cafety conscious 
at this plant.  Khile most of the equipment is quite old, 
it appears to be in good repair and fairly well maintained. 
We were very well received at this instcllaticn and found 
the personnel to be extremely rcoperativo, and were per- 
mitted to observe and question any of the operations. 

N. Friedland 
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TRTP REPORT 

PL/.CK;  Frnnkford Arsenal DATn;  10-13-72 
Phi la.. Pa. s 
Mr. Mel Smith PROJECT NO. ;  05308 
AmiTKi Modernization Div. 

VICTOR;  B.E. Hannum, G+W RtD Center 

PUHi'OSi:;  To invoatigatc techniquos and equipment that may be 
applicable tu  high-volume, high-rato detonator production. 

Frankford Areenal is developing automatic inspection equipment to be 

used in small arms anuaunition production.  Production rates are in 

the order of 1500 parts per minute.  The objective is 100% inspection 

of all necessary physical dimensions, weight, hardness and detection 

of flaws. 

Cup Inspection 

Bra.ss cups from which the cartridge cases are made are received in 

bulk and loaded by conveyor into a hepper.  From the hopper, Lhey 

are fed into orientinq devices, then into accelerating end spacing 

screws.  There are two parallel systems, each capable of processing 

800 cups per minute.  Various measuring devices are set-up at sta- 

tions along the screws to make measurements on the cups as they 

pass by. 

Average hardness is measured by an eddy current device.  Kail thick- 

ness is mer:.u3cd at six locations by ultra;.onic echo ranging using 
I! 

water jets as the transfer nediun (also bottom thiekner-s). 

Dir.u.'. ter is measured with an (optical) infrared detector (echo 

technique) with the screw as a reference. 

At one point in the screw there is no thread so when a cup arrives« 

it stops and .;.s supported only by the pen of a servo-motor balanced 

sea]', which weighs it.  When the ne.:t- cup arrives, it pushes the cu}> 

ahead of it off of the scale arui .into the lead ßcrew again. 

-/öo - 



.: 

- ü - 

Cortiicl'jr: CaRQ Tnr:pt_ction 

Finiahod atandard cücca arc gaged automatically using probes that 

contact "the coco and drive linear trnm-ducer.1; which feed signals 

into a corputcr which prints out a profile of the case. This profile 

is used by the computer with another system that features a masK and 

backlighting to inspect the case profile with scanning photocc.1ls 

(OPTMON) •  Primer pocket dinnclor, depth, concentricity and vent 

hole dimensions and location are measured with probe type sensors, 

proximity detectors and fluidic devices. Much of the case inspection 

system is still under development with liattellc, Pacific Northwest; 

II . one of Prankford Arsenal's main contractors in the effort, 

Anong the developments still in progresi are techniques and equipment 

for flaw ^etectior. This is essentially automation of inspection 

that has always been done visually by human operators. 

An indexing machine supplied by the Coimorcial Cam & Kaclnne Co. of 

Chicago, Illinois iu capable of indc::ing at the rate of 1200 per 

minute with 0.01D cocond stationary periods. 

This may be used with optic--ii systems that detect the scattered 

light that reflects from a flaw.  The main reflected beam is 

P  blanked o^t. 

•*      Hardness profile and thickness measurements an; made on finished 

cases  at  four   locations using eddy  currents. 

Among Frankford's suppliers and contractors for   inspection equipment 

^      arc the following! 

IKaman Corp.     -    Option Corp.     -     Itek  Corp.     -     Sonic  Instruments  Inc, 

Commercial   Cam i Kachim   / Corp.     -    Federal   Products Corp. 

Automation  Indi        ics,   Inc.     -     1    ;      Lie  ■'     Lfic Northwest   -  Ado Corp, 

Ail have  been contacted in our survey. i ,  _d-^L 
'      DJ st:     0     •      File,   •'.   Connor 

M.   Friedland,  J.   Da   I toi ■ ivd !;,.nnurc 
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Trip Report I       Frynkford Artional 9/12/72 

PurpoFo; Fami.ljari zatioji with tolled gagiiuj and 
inü]^(;clir)n syr.tciny foi" dimensional and 
flaw ne a B VI r c JVI t n tl 

Participant«I      Mr. Hel Smith, Frankford 
Dave V.'oicjand, G+W 
Jack Kellyi CMW 

Disouosod v;ith Mr. Smith the genera] inspection requireaente for 
the )u:i  Program covering charge height, projectile O.D., and flaw 
paramotcif..  Generally reviewed the techniques used or investi- 
gated by FranJcford and their potential application. 

Dinensiona] aystoms diacussed for which hardware existed and had 
been tested are .Tinted below with comments obtained«  It should 
be noted that all units were designed for 5.56 nun case inspection 
and the parainetex characteristics Inherent with the case« In 
addition, each nysteiQ had associated with its i<so a singls purpose 
material handling irrangument which in many instances was the 
liraiting system parameter. 

1. Kannn Dlsp.Toc oment Measuring System—eddy current device 
with linear output signal; found to bo accurate and repeat- 
able within .0002" in static test; require 20-30 nun. 
wanaup prior to use; electronics modified by Fran!; ford to 
improve reliability and speed. 

2. Optron Measmring Systru—light counter device using "Reticon" 
chip with Bnitable optics; applied in defining case profile 
but unable i:o dir.« .M area around extractor groove; rela- 
tively Inrg? transducer package requiring light source and 
receiver; quite sat.lsfactory in profile outside of extractor 
groove area. 

3. Physitech s Fcdera- Products Measuring Units—supplied by 
C+U  and described in Report »267 Lo F.C.C. 

4. Batollc i<  F'-'.C Flaw Detection nyr.t.oms~-doiionstration hardware 
utilizing i»a optica] syr-tem v:.i t.)i liglil source nnd photo- 
■' ■  ; ;:   tubes; I',.?.' M. Syst« m blotk^ reflected light to 
the ■■. i I,,T. in1 reading only tJie fringes at high sensitivity; 
re: (.•' n i i - ■ i c  flaws is good (.»olds, dcnls, discoloration); 
»nateria.! Iiandling Qultv po< i and shielding very elaborate. 

FMC ! ':•..: uses sami? basic optical syste i with fibre optics 
\ . .   ■    icsic'a an 1 i^hoto-diod   1 if ication; main point of. 
th partui ■ u; tJnj L"f:adi nn )J •• 11 rof ] cl i 1 IghJ" v.'hich v*^ ■ •. -.. 
-' ,1  i;-. v.-j .  L»iw c! : cteri; >! i < ,i: • n i c1 I ul >\ ; i ' y; ;i. rl rial 

■ . ( v I.UK h c! i mer i ncorpo . ■; i;. . a v. . . v- lu  el 
. . . 

-/0 3- 
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EA 2112/72 Trip l{c-};ort--(,ont3.riucd 

5. Aorotcch Inc.  fcVOT—right anylo translation device obtaining a 
difforontial measurcncnt on case diameter; found to be of 
Nuf J iciojit iraspoiMe «md accuracy; simple and reliable device. 

6.-  J.l(<)c-i;inqf;))ury Ranging Optical Probe—part of a cup measure- 
men I: sysU;« giving 

(ii) Cup v;cicj)it—continuous weight tested to 800 ppm in 
ü-8 millisecond dwell on ]eadscrew feed; does not 
contact luadscrew during ineasurement. 

(b) Cup diaiaeter by Optical Probe—accuracy, speed, and relia- 
bility high} syston simple and compact. 

(e) Cup thicknesfl (wall & bottom)—ultrasonic thiokaasi 
naaaurement via six (6) transducer immersion system; 
Hultitransducer gives average wall thickness, one trans- 
ducer gives point base thickness; operation very 
satisfactory. 

System employs optical encoder fox part location identity 
(primarily ior ejection operation). 

The question of what constituted a flaw for the 20 mm projectile was 
brou;1!! u;). Mr. Smith could suggest little more than to contact 
the following people— 

1. For flaw quantitative definition from the 
Q.A. viewpoint Mr. Warren Audi 

Frankiord Arsenal 

2. For Claw quantitative definition from the 
OpernlIng viewpoint Mr. Dan Kara 

Industrial Engineering bept. 
LCAAP 
Army Group 

}3u did indicate that an on line system for pr-ojectllc flaw def- 
inition cxi-L-ti:'.) at the projectile vendors, and that they inspected 
100'., at a 3DO-40Ü ppm rate.  Mr. Mnra will be contacted by the 
writer .;ii this regard. 

tN 

\   ii,   V.   K1UJA' 

- ioi- 
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TRIP RHPOUT 

Place:  Phil«. Scientific Controls    Date: November 4, 1972 
Mercury Data Systems 
1117 Cedar Ave. Project No.;  05308 
Croydoi., Pa. 

ContftCttt Gene Martoccia  Don Tntterly 
Jof Spadafora   Al Hoz^elli 

Visitor:  H.r,. Hannum, G+W AD5E Center 

Pttrpotd_« To investigate techniciucs and equipment that may be 
applicable to hißh-volume production of detonators. 

1.- An automnt.ic detonator line is being fabricated to produce the 
h':SS  detonator (for Picatinny Arsenal).  The MXiaua production 
rate will be 40 per minute.  ruj)S are drawn and coined in four 
stages in a Tliss press it about 135/)jiin., then ^o into a de- 
greaser for cleaning. 

A system for inspecting the cups is being designed by PSC. 
It uses eddy-currents(I didn't see it because it has not yet 
boon delivered). Accepted cups go into the main machine vhich 
is a six feet diameter rotary indexing table. The cups arc 
supported in individual dies on the table and are indexed 
fron station tc station as the table routes.  There are three 
loading stations which ere heavily barricaded with 1/2 inch 
thich tteel.  The priming mix is loaded dry and metering is 
dene voltunetrically by the Cargill sccoper. The lead azidc 
intcrnedi: to charge is nctcred with an Iowa loader, and the 
base charge is preformed with RDX pellets. 

After consolidation of the final charge to a set pressure the 
charge height is measured with a strain-gage device. Closing 
disc? arc blanked and inserted and then crimped in two steps; 
45° aiJ 90°, and sealed with a drop of lacquer. 

Afler final inspection, accepted detonators arc packaged i.i 
chip board boxes. 

All in all, the equipment is pretty conventional and ouite 
similar to detonate, lines at Picatinny, Lone Star and Iowa AAP 

2.- We had a ((uick look at the equipment being built Cor Frankford 
Arsen..1 to food and inspect cups for the C + K S.S6mn Case Line. 
It will be capable of processing 1500 cups per minute.  It 
consists of an indexing table with many "fingers" 10 hold the 
cups v.hilc eddy euviLiit devices measure wall thickness at six 
points ond bottom thickness. Tht measuring signals are fed 
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into a computer-1 ike device which displays the resultJ by means 
of lights on the front panel.  I missed a demonstration by one 
day.  Frankford Arsenal personnel (Mel Smith) had been there 
the dijy before with a television camera to record the operation 
to check on accuracy and reproducibility of measurements at high 
speed. 

This system could probably be adapted to feed and Inspect detonator 
cups at 1500 ppm. 

Ted Ilannum 

HEH/sß 

/07- 
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lOW« AAP 
Burlington,   Iova 
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Trip Report 

Place:    Iowa Army Antnunit ion Plant 
Box SOI, Curlingtong Iowa 
(S19)-7S4-57S2 

Date:      November 14, 1972 

Travelers:    Mr, Hoi V.'an^cr, Picatirjiy Arsenal 
Kr. B.E. Haann, Gulf + nestern 

lov.a Ordnance Personnel:   K.D. Qgden 
T.C, Pad ley 
Jerry Miller 

James Lewis 
Irv Poster 
Richsrcl 11. 1 Lemeier 
Ms, R, VanBrussel 
A.v.'. Hsusner 

Gov't Civil Service 
Quality Assurance 

Mason d Ilnnp.cr 
Silr-is Mason CJO. Inc. 
Supcrv i .';ory Personnel 
Tor Pelonator Production 

Purpose:   To observe and discuss techniques and equipment used at Icv.'a AAP 
to Manufacture ddenaturs. 

The iiiijor activity at leva ZAP is loading of artillery shells and this is 

almost exclusively a eelt-pour operation.   The .rriKi}:.r.t caliber is either 40.mi 

or 9tV...:i. 

Io\.a also nanufactur^s detonators.    Their "back-line11 v.horc tlic explosives 

are received and conditioned is quite similar tc back-lines at Lone Star and 

Lake City Army Aima-'nition Plants,   One interesting difference (fiorn l/^a-.: Star at 

least] is that they filter air both entering anJ leaving the conditioning buildings. 

Ihe explosive dwst caught in the exit filter is wet town and disposed of in 

B "rJil" solution. 

The front line consists of a few old World iVr 11 vintage Jones loaders and 

roany Iowa Loaders.    'l\cy will soon ha .; i;; of tlicsd 

The lev   leader is n Mason-ll       i  development and 1:. essentially a much 

b   • ■ .■.1 Joi   .• '<■■■   r,   1! '.ever, tlie prcHluction r; tc it; about the same.   Although 

i     .Me of operating a 1       ut ■'.'. ij-', ;'  ■ opti       ratt   is ?2 pjxn, because at higli i 

r.Jtes the rcieci  rate   incj  ...    and       •  I IT y oi  !'i !;•■. ■" incieosev..    Iliese are 

70?- 
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mainly the result of increased hicrtial forces associated with the start and stop 

notions of the various mechanisms. 

Tlie Iowa loaucrs are rotary indexing machines with 48 workpiece positions* 

on 54 inch diameter tables.    Tljcrc is only one station for each operation. 

—   A central hydraulic cylinder with a pneuuat ic booster raises and lowers a heavy 

COlun to which ai'c ttttched the rods and lintagfl that operate the various work 

:: 

D 

stations.    Allheui'h tho work table is quite rugged (one inch thick] it docs not 

have to provide the reaction forces at the oontolidation stations.    These stations 

are heavy "C" clmp tyjie castings bolted to tho frww of tho machine.    The 

clearance beneath the table et these stations in about .003 i.;Jj which permits 

the "C" clav.p to take Uie reection forces fron the consolidation rri.is. 

Ibggle linkages are used to operate the rans.    These provide rapid up and 

dtn.n Uavol fit r.o load, hut sic application of the consolidation force.   A 

sprinr; on the ram controls the i.nxiiumi pressure and a dial indicator measures 

the height of ck.rgc,    hike lonv Star, no pressure dwell is used at Iowa. 

Kison-Ilrn.vr l:;.s a sizable iu;d epparentl) conpetent engineering group 

working on iaprovoncn'' ard modernization of plant find cquipnent.    They are 

.   d.v'v?'   i?',' ii.iproAcd feeders, dispensers, traying and packaging devices•   Ibst 

inspection is still done manually.   Visual  inspection is perfonned 1001 foi the 

follc ing:     (.1) Cuts, jplits, cracks; (?) Oiled explosive on exterior; cvJ 

(3) Exposed exploj Svc. 

: 

i 
i 

Cops arc supplied by vendors and hiist be inspected prior to entering the 

line. So : arc very fragile, particularly the M55 ce.p. Jin Lewis claims t]jir, 

to be om   ef tltcir most trciiblesomc problems. 

• 

* Tv. • '.;.     ■ Lcc<    >tation    at  each- oT  24  work stations. 

f 
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Metering Dispensers 

1.- Ilic Cartflll r.coopcr is used to meter pricing )r.i>: v.liicli is very powdery 

O-iYc talc) und docs not flow well. 

2,- The ball dispenser is used for lead a^ide and other free flowing powders. 

It is a Nuon-Hnfn1 devclop.cpt fMr. Hi, Vanrrmsel) and is highly regarded for 

its accuracy, smplicity, WMtility and econot.y.   Tlie riCtcring cavit)' is adjust- 

able and a device lias been dtvtloped to do this automatically if three successive 

charges measure too high or loo low, 

The cstiinatcd replacement cost of a ball dispenser, about $500, is con- 

siderably loMMT than that of the Chamlcc dispenser used at hone Star.    Kr. YrnErusrcl 

has made MM ijnprovcncnts and skiplifüd the ChoalM dispenser so that it can be 

nude for about $250.    Cost it- iaportant l)ccause in detonator manufacture, "blows" 

are a frequent and evidently unavoidable occurrence.   A blow in the lead aside 

dispenser uswll) destroys It.   And a blow in consolidation of the intenaediate 

charge  (lead azide) and the base charge  (RDX) usually destroys the tooling. 

Lake City AM' uses tooling with 110-cr.vity, preci.sicn-i.indc plates for 

metering and consolidation.    The production rale is potentially higher (about 

300/iainute) than the Lone Star or low:: methods, but the tooling cost is much 

higher| probably by a factor of ten or more. 

5.- 'Hie base charge is ;n RDX pellet which is made ofi'-linr in standard 

rotary tabletting machines.   They are rcconsolidatcd in the detonator line. 

This is followed by insertion of the closure disc which js punched frcn a ribbon 

then cringing is performed in two steps, 4'^° and 90*. 

4.- Another type of dispenser, called i1    'Valve Dispenser", has been used 

at lowu AM".    It. is simply ;i flexible plastic tube which feeds  the explosive 

from a >     rvoir ft uni .1 by grav.iiy into the del '   lor u   .   An air cylin ier is 

used to i .ncli the tubing to cut off the flow of powder.   N5<»terin{« is ncco pushed 
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by timing the opening oml closing of the "valve".    It is ronHy a modified hour 

T      glass with many potentially attractive features; simple, inexpensive, readily 

adaptable to tutonttic control and adjustment. 

In advanced models of the Iowa Loader, the finished detonators are drawn 

by vacuum into Metal trays v.hich contain 10 rows of 5 each.    These pass through 

the inspection p/ocess and acceptable ones arc sealed with a drop of green lacquer 

then packaged in non-propngating chip-board boxes containing 50 each. 

Rejection rale runs 1-2*. 

Iowa Lojidcjs are made to Mason-II.inger specifications by whatever bidder is 

awarded a contract.    Current iiwnufacturer is Proccr.:.es Inc., of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

Cost, is $57,000 to $00,000 per machine. 

The tour of the detonator lines was very interesting and informative, but 
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our main interest is in tcchnqiues and equipment for manufacturing detonators 

at 1200 ppm or nore. 

About half the tine- was devoted to discussion of this objective, which 

produced several significant factors to be considered. 

Discussion of Ilirh R;tc l\-lo;,.;tor Production 

1.- The r.Oi.X  frequent occurrence of blows is in consolidation of the n priming mix becau;;e it is thn most sensitive materiiil and is coMpacted at the 

highest pressure, 70,con psi.    However, the quantities are very small,  .025 grams, 

and they usually deflagrate or explodo rather tlu:n detonate«   Quich change tooling 

is the answer to this problem with precautions to avoid propa^ition to the feed 

reservoir or otlici parts oJ the line. 

At 1200 i^::;, Jini Lewis estimates ten blov/s per shift. 

?..■  Lead azide "blov.:" are estimated to occur five times per shift and will 

destrc)- the Uv.!'.i:,,, UIK! su;   i imes destroy the dispensing dcvicoi   Here again, 

quick change tooling, adeciuatc barricades aj)cl prevention of pro])agntion are 

.     es.-.liti;;l fctaturcs of the •'.'•i"a. 



I 
3.- It is expected that a "blow" in the RDX consolidation will occur 

i    about once a week.    This is the most powerful detonation and therefore will 

T    require the greatest degree of isolation. 

4,- In addition to on-line inspection for various physical parameters 

no lot can be accepted without successful firing tests of randomly sampled 

detonators.   This means that firing tests must be perfonncd and the results 

U    evaluated quickly to avoid having to accumulate and liold large quantities of 

finished detonators which in themselves can present a serious potential hazard. 

5.- Similarly, rejects and misfires are potential hazards and must be 

disposed of quickly and safely.   At Iowa, these are detonated immediately, 

one at a tune by dropping them into a barricaded chnmber where they fall into a 

•-•    gap between tv.o inclined electrically charged metal plates.    The detonator 

in the gap completes the electrical circuit causing a heavy current to pass 

through the detonator causing it to detonate.    This is the approved method for 

disposing of detonators. 

p. 6.- Again it is generally conceded that the most difficult problem in 

'"    high rate product icn of detonators is to safely condition and bring to the line 

the large quantities of sensitive, powerful explosives that are required. 

The people at lo\:c feel that the only practical approach is to automate the 

|J    present methods and bring mallj individually barricaded quantities to the line 

rt    as needed, but spaced at safe intervals.    They evidently are giving serious 

consideration to the use of robot t)pe devices for the mat hazardous handling 

tasks.    The "telcoperator", developed by M.B. Asaociates, San Ramon, Calif., 

was one of these devices mentioned. 

£ 7.- Several problcns associated with le;ic! azidc particularly were montionc«'. 

*    Azide is ii^idc in hatches of 30, If) and 25 jounds and the flow properties can vary 

from latch 1c butch.    It is claimed that the suppliers  (Olin J, DuTont) will  not 
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I 
T  screen it for particle size unifomnty. Screening is done dry in twD pound 

■  batches in tlie back line, but apparently very little does not pass through 

the screen. Three kinds oi lead aride are used; RD 1333, dextrinated and 

"special purpose".  The special purpose material Vias purcliascd in Jmge 

quantities for use in epecial area-denial mines, but that program was can- 

celled. The lead azide is now being used in detonators. Flow properties 

differ and since all currently used dispensers operate on gravity, this pre- 

sents problems. 
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APPENDIX 12 

U.S. Patent No. 3,423,259 

January 21, 1969 

Ammunition Priming Composition of 

Dry Particulate Ingredients 

With Karava Gum Binder 

Edward A. Staba 
01in-M?ithieson Chemical Corporation 
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United States Patent Office 3,423,259 
Patented Jan. 21, IOCS 
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AMN» \irms I'UIMIM; (fiMrcMITfON or nuv 
I'AUIK l I \ll.  IM.MmiMS  Wllll   KAUAVA 
GUM NIMH K 

KdHjnl  A, Si ili.i,  lii;'LMiii>iii, Cunn.. :isvi:;inir (o t)lin 
M ill 1 '.on   (luiiiitjl   ('or|inMiiiiii,   a  curfKiraliun  of 
VJruiii.! 
No lli.i»'iiv:. ('iiniiiiii;iiinii'iii-ii:iil of uppiicalion Srr. 

No. MiJM, Nl.ir. JU.   I'/M».   |||i> il|l|:|u;lllO.I Mil) 
m, i<i(,i,stT.So.t,yt.ia'> 

VS. O. N'l—24 6 Claims 
Im. Cl. (Mc /.'"". t'OOl) ISfM, 1/00 

AUSTIIACT OF TIIF, UISCI.OSLKK 
Ammnnilioa prMMf ci<mpi)siiions bavins iniproscd 

haiullin,? propcrlk'%, incliKiiNf cnlianccJ ufcty »lurinj 
handling, arc obi.'ncJ liiro i;'h thi: use of ksruya ril"i M 

bindin;; nscnl. Such mixin-.s permit tlic use of higher 
and more eflcclivcty distrilnitotl BWMtMl of wAa duiin; 
the h.intllii); lUgn tli.iu Iha natural or syiuhnic nnn 
of ttio prior art, uhilc avniilini; the un.lcsiicJ How of 
the .fixture or the «.L-tilm': thereof and cakini ot Ifie 
primer injredicnts. I'icfcrably. the kara a runt i. initially 
tubjoctcd to a chemkal moJiflealiON concspoinimj to a 
partial deacetylation, ns accomri slwd by hei'tine the 
povdtrcd puiii and rcnw.in^ the evolvod v^por con- 
»'.ituents. 

CROSS Rf-hFUr.NCE 

» 

X 

BACKGROUND Ol   MIL INVENTION 

This invention relates to rrimin; comro'.ilions for am- 
immiilon, as cxcmpliitcd ly pfknini niixitucs fur ccntcr- 
ftrc anJ rim-fitc anuituiniion. 

Generally, pmnnp eontpiHilioM aio prtparcd and han- 
dled in Mater-wet cumliliot in oidcr to Krfucc the po>- 
sibilily of uniiileiKkil cxp! IMI-II, as water is known tu 
dcctcasc the -.onsiiisity to liiip.iCt and frklion of the ex- 
plosive m;'i;-Jienis and al-o of the priiiiin:; nilsinres of 
inch exploMscs ssiih Ihc «'liter in^ictlWlNi toinmonly u^cd, 
such as the seiiMti.cr, oanliur, fticl md abrativt ma- 
Icrials 

In common practice, a ilry. mixture of tb.c ineit in- 
jredicnts, or optionally a ssater.Hcl misiuro thereof, is 
tuilaltly miwd ssuh Iha ssaier-sset ripUnlvc, and the 
moist ftimillg niiMiire is stored for latsl use in eharrini* 
shells M piimcr cup«. Stivh chnipini; may le cairied out 
by sprc idin;r the moist nivtnrc back aril foilh over a 
plate piovi.Icil ssilh rowi ol opeilini's of the ptopcr 
vohiir.c. Afier (lie oreninp hise K'en lilUtl to the level 
of tt.c plate sarlaccs. empty shells or primer tups arc 
placed lit' rcuiulei .uul IMC'I is chaired ssith a ptimei 
pellet iibct.tlt.l fit'in Ihc appiopfialc oi'etiin,' by a knock- 
out pin. In the cave ol nnvliie shells, the primer is th.-n 
spun ir.lo the holuuv nui of lite shell and dlk'd. In Ihc 
case of priater cup-, inlcn.led filr Use in sluil-shell or 
CCHlcr flfC .nniiiimilioi', the shai;\>! eiip is cunibilted »till 
oilier cKmcnis such its lite ansil ami eoscr to eCHWpklC 
the HsemMed pi'Kicr, 

In order lo i'bi.iin jslhesian of the p.ftiJe, of ihc dried 
ptiuu'r in'icdtcnls lo e.is'lt other an.l In \'.w m.ial etui- 
l.iinci, it li is b.en s'lisltiiu.iry lo ulili/e a st.ilet UtluMe 
p.itin.il f.ttm or ssniluiie pum as a ionn'oiieul of lite 
f'fiuicr toiiiposili.>i). I oi esamplt, the lisi ol metal I.I- 
seitiaiis its I mdcl »v.is .li-.Jo id in IJ.S   I,','IS.tss. slateh 
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esters in U.S. 2,(>')5.31J: and (sdyvinyl alcol.jl In US. 
!,14|,3<<2. Iloweser, rum ar.il-ic, as disclosed in U.S. 
2.'>f'2.SlK to SchiiriJtl. has p.olably K-en Ihc most 
widely used hinder lor priiiiifr.: lompuNilions. 

The use of prior art priming lomptisilions wherein the 
binder ir/'iedienl convisted of ;.iim arabic or other water- 
vnlnhlc punts has instils .d a number of problems. \\ title 
these have been parity overcome by the practice of 
certain precautions and c. tr.i r'^edurcs by Ihc opera- 
tors, there tcmained a ne.d for improvement in order 
to avoid Ihc extra clFoil ind t!>e potentially dangerous 
situations  that  ssere  necc.sarily involved. 

The main disathanlare arose from the need for meticu- 
lous control of the water content. If insufficieni water 
were present to wet the pcrticle surfaces thorouQMy. the 
danger of prentaliire CXIWUsifl of the composition durinj 
the mixing and eli.ngin; op.'r.iticrs was gre.Mly incicttsed. 
However, Ihc presence of cxcc->s s.aicr in the composition 
could lead to a similarly d.ir.?crot:s situation at one stage 
and introduce other diiiiculiies in the operations. 

Durin? storasc of a priminj niisture containing an 
appreciable excess of water, the panicles of solid ingredi- 
ents lend to settlij and deposit a dense clay-like mass at 
the bottom 01 the container, a ITS er of fluid is present at 
the surface, and some ttratiftcatioM of intMcdients is in- 
evitable. If the settling has c;curred to the extent (hat 
hardened cakes of malarial have formed, the mixture is 
scrapped because of the danger and ditliculty of the re- 
claiming process. In the abMMa of such caking, the 
settled composition must be IhOieaiMy re-mixed before 
it can be succcssdilly used in t:.e chargin': operation. 

In the charring operation, the priming mixture is man- 
ually spread over the surface of the charge plate and 
rubbed into the openings uriil they have been tilled. 
Then, the excess mixture is «cr.'.pcd away frors ihc plate 
surface and collecied in a pile on the charging table. In 
mixtures in which the hinJer consiMs of j!tim arabic or 
oilier prior ail ruins, the collecied p'l*» slump and spread 
rather ÜUM ictr.in the compact mass shape and the mix- 
ture of.er, tends lo smear i.id creep on the phtc and 
table. This results in the joss of moisture through evapora- 
tion, and the O|.cr;iior must be alert to add water and 
re-mix the mass to eoriim-e the charging operation prop- 
erly. Hosvever, such rdjustmcrr.s are made in accordance 
v.iih the jiid-ment anil -kill of ihe operator and may at 
times result in Miflicicnt variation of the texture, flow 
characieiisties or tackiness of the mixtutc to bri.v about 
non-unifonniiy of the charn'ie. 'I his may be due lo the 
iiicomplete Mlins of the chartte plalc openings, lor ex- 
ample because of the presence of voids in the tharpe. 
At times, also, the knock-cr,:t operation is not cleanly 
etTected, an that some of the piimer cups or shells may 
receive tin incomplete charge. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance w'ith the present invention, penerally 
slated, nmm.u.iiion priniiu compositions are provided 
wheiein Ihc bimlci im'.reJicnt i* con.prised of karaya gum. 
'Ihc disadsaiilaivs and tlcliciencics of piior art priming 
mi.stures, as above ouliinetl, are thereby overcome. I'mn» 
ing CttmrOkilkmi in MVOfdance »iih itie present invention 
are charjctcri/ed by cnlianccd »a'.ety during the liiixing, 
sioi,';e and sh irpiiigopeuiio: *. by incic.ised ease ol h.tn- 
ilhtig, by kimi li:ic.ili,Mi of th: o t|',iiietl opci.itions and by 
the ready ailainmcm of iipprmcd uiiifi>imiiy. 

The kai.sya f;tiin buul.-r is iile.tisc in prosiding in- 
creased Milel) in the handling of priminR csrnipukilktM by 
cn.iblin;; the liiixinp. slitrago and eh.tip.ing itperatkiM to 
be rlTeclcd in Ihe pic^eme «if sullkienl water u> v.fi the 
pirticli- sin fates Ihoioiiphlv an I, in .nldilit.n, to (ill Ihe 
inleniili.il spaces belween the (.nlules with vi.cous gtl- 
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like fluiJ. Thin, composiliunt havinr a water content of 
about 25';, »if hivlicr, vl the iliy uci.-lit el llic ccMn|<<>si- 
lion may be iiiKani.irauis'y li.iinilcil il.r«ii;-liuiil Ihc ini<i- 
Inp, »lunnr iind ili.it nl||• 'CIIII'TICI*. ihts CflMCM I tin," lif> 
niAcanlly hiiilier than IIM iip/roxini.iti-ly 15'« cunicnt rcn- 
erally cli.ifjtlcri iiw of rii 'f ria^'"«-«.'- 

In addiiion I« Ihc ci.li,in.\d v.ifily pf oiXi.ition llm« pro- 
viilcd hy primitiv ci>i;ip<>-iii'iii. Ii.ni"}' I.;II.I\;I puni M 
binJcr, ikh iafUdkM exens pfnlmmd Mti MlvMMacfaM 

'.'0 

mnny iiilfidc or lc;id tliiocyannlc or olhen a% listed above. 
In such nunpo'-iiiiini. llic karaya cum hinder of lltii in- 
vention i« fimnil in pHNridt advanlaccoiis safety and im- 
pritvrd ii.indlinp t|ii.iliiios, .-is described herein wiih respect 
to other tfttMk (urnmlaliuns. 

PRHf r.UUIlD r.MHODIMCNTS 

Preferred rcrcussitm ptintinc composilions embodyiriR 
the present inu-niion aic Inlutlnicd below, the numcrali 

cllecls on Ihe leMnre, lliiiiluy. and oilur efCMial ban-  j,,  icpreienlinp pcrtenlape» by weithl of the dried mixture, 
dlinj; qu;i!i!io of t.'ie coinrfisi;i.>n. It is comr.'il.ble kM 
Ihe usu.il in^iidicnls H ptiisiiiv; compci'iiio.'is, displays 
excellent liability and a.liwMvi. po\ rr. and is lice ol ad- 
verse hyproscopiiTity tifcclt. Tbc elic:iivc ranjc of the 
karaya {•um binJor cotitcnt is cenfiaily between about  JJ 

0.2f,i' and -tCr of llie t>'!al dry inpicJ;cnls, and prti'ciably 
bctuecu about 0.5',r ami 3Cf. 

Ktraya fum is prepafed by Ihc physicnl piirificalion, 
jrfudillg and blcrdini: o( l!;c tUdala of trees bclonpin? to 
the j:cnus Sii.rcu!i;i, usually of the «.pcrics itt'tculia urtns, 
as described in "Lncyclorcdia of Cfcsmieal ladiwloiy* 
(2nd ed.), Kitküilimer, vol. 10. pp. 7-Jf. -;S (I9M). It 
is a complrx partially ai:ei>l3icd puly^icchailJi ot biEh 
molecular wcirlit, the tnain coastiiuents l-ein^ 1,-rhani- 
nose, l)-pabctose, and I) ra'acturonij acid, l^ie purer 53 
grades of the rum, merlin:: ihe ipccMcatJOIH set in Ihe 
Nation.il Foimulary for food and rharniaccuiiLal uses are 
preferred for use in accord.incc with this ir.vciilion. 

For some pcrcu^ion primsi applieaiioiM, a piimary ex- 
plosive tnav be uscil as lh.- »ole 01 preponderant ingredient. 30 
the parii,-lr\ bcin;; mixed, while v.it with w.itor, with the 
karaya cum binder, ch^tr.cd Into the prinMf lu.usinp. and 
dried, lit the cotnplrled primer, the partic.'es of cxploiivc 
are adhered as a pellet which is bonded to t! c bousing. 
A$ »uilaHc explosixes. use liiay be r.iic'c of a priir.ary ex- M 
plosive, or iiii.xture, sue!) as lead Mypbmtt, double sails 
of lei'd sUjhn.itc as witn .e.'id nitroaminoietrazi !e ("Staba- 
nate") or with leail bypophoiphilf or wiih lead propio- 
nate, lead aiide. lend pier.-.te or its double s.:!is, lead dini- 
Iroresorcir.riU, tlii7odir.iiti>p;.enol and the like. 

Il may be desirable 10 include wiih »uclt irin:.'.ry expliv 
live up to i.boiit J'.r of its weicht of a scu'.i'.i/.iu.': explo 
»ive such as tctrazcnc (fujuyiiiittoianiir.o-cüanyltctra- 
zene). 

In ammiiniiion ptinilnr1 conipo^ilio^s, an oxidizing 
agent, or mixiure, is geneially incliMled in the ranre of 5r'r 
to 60'-'r, prefenbiy ISC« lo J0?# (1 ercer'./.cs bcin." by 
wcipbl of the toi.il tlry in rcdionis). Suiiable ttxidi/in? 
agents arc (enerally metal nilrület, metal otidci or perox- 
ides and metal (kromalci or petmaiv-anales. Mich as b.ni- 
um nitrate, polasviutn nitiaie, lota'simn rcrmanran.tlc, 
batiiin tl.rooi.iie. lead chromate. the peroxiiles of le.ul, 
barium 01 siinntiuni, in.uv.ancc iti< side, or fertic o.'.idc. 

Aro'.her tomrn(>nlv ii»c'l claM of primer ir^rcJirnt is 
that of comhmlible fuel* such as antimony sultldCi lead 
Mocyanale, alummiim, calcium siluid,:, carbon, nitto 
compoun.ls M,JI as di- or lii' itrotoliicnc. and nitiaie es- 
ter» s'ich as peMaerythrilol letranilrate, lb? conient ot 
such fuel i.i.eieilient or miMlirc thereof is in ihc rar^i* of 
about y.r to r.s'i. of the total dty wcijlil of the comj'Osi- 
lion. 

In addition to the aboxe-lisied ingredicilte, liin-fuc 
primer compovilhmi usually yrc prmiied with a "fric- 
tion.itor" irettiiient ?uth as rtousul »-l.iss or a granukited 
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In the above percussion primer compositions for om^ 
munition, Kxamj.lcs 1-3 arc for rim hrc, txamplex 4-6 
are for use in cniierfire, and I'xamples 7-9 arc for use 
in shotshells. It will be understood by those sliillcd in the 
jut that the pioix.riions may be varied somewhat and that 
o'l-.cr explosives, oxidizcrs and fuel«, as listed previously. 

.Ml may be substiiiiied in whole or in part in Ihc tabulated 
com positi;-.ns. 

The .'boxe pritiiinp mixtures comprisinj; karaya p.unl 
as the binder ingredient may be mixed, stored and cbaip.eJ 
readily, uniformly  and  wiihoui  haudlinp dillicullies  at 

•M wali*r ci'iitcnts of about 20'; lo 25ti, In identical com- 
ptiiitions ilillcrinr. <i".ly in the subiilniion of yum aiabic 
or oilier pam% of the prior art. even at somewhat hirhcr 
conftils, Ihe HratCI conlrnl must be m.iinli.iued at /bout 
I2'.i> lo ](''.o in «.rdcr lo avoid the problems of seiilinR 

liii and takinp during stor .re, and non-uniform ch.ir;-ing 
btcawa of Imuflicieiil lluidnv «I the mixture if m.ide- 
quateiy moist and rxcevsive iluiJity at hivber xiatcr ron- 
tents. Such niixiurei itet)urr.ilv underfo a »rrrepation of 
the lu-bjcr au.l lieasier inptedienls when wain is added 

amorpluuis c.ut'on whuh ixtut-iis cinwhoidal /raeiure, ,;.-, for the adiustmeM of fluidity, parlicwbrly a temtency for 
tu !i as ground Wilhracile coal. Such ir'tedieut mnv b. 
picenl in ihe ran-.* o( a',,.ul A''.- lo 4')'.-, picfkt.ibly be- 
tween 10';. and i'V.'' by w.n lit ol the «!ry mixtuie. 

In Ihe <.:>c of I.lilts inii pii'iicts utiii.ed l^il |'iii|<<>,.i.s 
where COIIOMXC etUcis oi ronihitsiMHi residues are iinma- 
leri.d, it thould be noted ili.il mercury fulminate mav be 
lis-U in •.'..r nf ihc piu.i.iiv «xp.'.i-ives lisle I ..imxe, in 
whok or in part. I.ike»is», in smli .ippiuaiiou-, i! ^ ptimer 
compo ili-'ii in iv be bi-.d iii a pttl.issiuni elilor^le or 
jvrchhiiaie ntüiurc with one ui ni.nc fuels tucli »s auli 

tie f.ne li^liier parliclei la "float ofl" the mixlun sur- 
face. As poii.led wit above, su.ii diflieultiei are c-xrr- 
lonir or »xoiJed bv Ihe use uf l.ai.na FUIII as the binder 
in accordance wiih ibis invention, 

Karaya gum dillei» in ■ number of peninrni prop- 
titics /mr.i I'liin aiabic and otbrr primer biiultr guffl< 
Ol ihr piiot .ui Wliea dispersed in v aler at ciiual ton- 
ceiiil.ilious, k..i.ii.i f mil vieMs .i<;ueoiis disivt^ions of 
much liu'hiT viscoMly wliish displ.i) a pel like Mtnclure. 
While piiuung ctMii)H<MtkHi   cttniaininf, ymi atabk ate '//7-: 
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frequently rfiflinill to «ItsliniiiiNh in appcar.inre. IcMiirc 
and fluidity lioin ulciiiu.il MtoMm hm* »IIKII (tic rum 
ha% been Diniiit.l, ilic cilid i>i \hc pfc-vntc of kanjn rum 
it iniincdulrly cvklvnl in Ciich ui iticrc (|ualilie». 

Ilif fel-like MnMiiri- of miiliim ci>iii;iiniiu: karayu 
pum is illiivir.ilcd hy ll>e rffthtMWl In pcncli.iiinn of ii 
mnvs of miMure hv ■ rontlv fnllin;- Mic.irn of «;ilcr. In 
toriir.isl, v.itli niulnrcs usinp I'lini kfaibk Midi oilier priof 
art Finn hindi-rs, suih it nail rcaJily enter and itiltiic 
the mass. 'I lie prevnee uf a s!ii>iiiiicJ mrfan in IIIK- 

Ivnrs in accoid^iKc uith this invcriiiitii, ihns indu.itcJ, 
is liLeMic Micu-il tu he cITcctivc in reuueirrr the CV^JV 

oration of moistmc irivit ma^cs of tlic compusiiinn. 
When the karaya ruin of this i:i\cntion is used ns a 

binder or adhesive, in rl.\cc of the HMtal sum Bfibic or 
other adhesive yieldinp a low viscosity ilhftniaa« the vis- 
cous aqueous Lit.iva eel ol'tained pfUvUd u niuiii.x in 
vhich the solid |',irli:Ks of 1*10 piii.'.ini: mixture :ire sus- 
pended. Dccausc of Iti;- lii.:.ii vivjosilv of this m.itrix, solids 
will not iclllc out of the ntiMutc c\eii tiiou^h inieiMiil.-il 
(pates are cnlirclv lille»! with the lluid liispcrsion. It is 
possible to inereasc (ha water cortent ol the mixture well 
beyond the point at v.i-.uh icpafBliM of solids and the 
fluid medium would occur with a |.)W viscosity adhesive. 
Typically, mixtures pieparcd with a low xiscosity ad- 
hesive such as FIIIII :>r,iSc are mixed al a water content 
of 10-IS'Ä by wci?lit dependir? on how buUy the in- 
jredicnTs are. AdJiiion.il walcf is added'M the time of 
charpinp to increase ihiiditv so lliat the holes in the 
charp.e plate may be n^fd with U>s manual tlFort. Cien- 
erally the water content as charivd is about 14-19%. 
When l.araya inn is us.'d ihen is n.i ificcifie limit to 
the fercent.iiic of waitr used in the miuurc as separation 
of solids and the iiniJ medn.ni ili>es not occur. A loi'ical 
amount of water to use is the iRUMHM required to fill 
the interstitial spaces. Any further .•ukhtion of water will 
add to the bu!k of the r(iKtttK bu: i« otherwise not ob- 
jectionable. The mixture may be mixed at the water con- 
tent Ih:1! is desirable for chrrrin" so that the Liter steps 
of adilinj water and Methiinn preparatory to charging 
can be eliminated. Vixturcs containinf karayn putn 
(0.2%—IC; ) have he^r nrepured x^ii't a water content of 
about IJCI- to JOf». lb' larpei amottiil of water that ran 
be added to m -lures rontainins karaya gum crcatly in- 
creases lln ha rtflinü safety, 

Supplfmrr (in;.: the tilect of a larper pcrccntape of 
water in cnhan.irr- i!-.' handlinp lafcty of priminji mix- 
tures, karaya pam disreniom provide another safety ad- 
»antaje. The niMit.cr in which water, oil, or other liquids 
dcscr.siti/e primär) expiosivei is believed to involve the 
heat absorbi'iR aclkm of ire liquid which tends to limit 
the lemp.rjli'rc lisc. caused bv fii.tim or pcicussicn. In 
odwition to the hc.it abtorhini e(?e.t, liquijs provide lu- 
bricity whi.h Units to riiinipu/c the l.eatine ehect of inter- 
particle ftietion as the n-.ixiure is h.ii.lUd It one visuail/es 
t)ie crysl.'ils of priniary exploMvc :.s beinft covered with 
a fdin of liquid wbkh t.nds u at: »b heal developed bv 
meohanic.il means, it !■. seen that Ihc tiiickness of die 
film of liquid is an iinporlait f.ictoi in the desensitizing 
effect. The UiicLncM of the Itim ol liquid on erynlal sur- 
faces wlu'n cii'ii aiabic or Other low vis:,isitv ditpertMn 
is used is simil.ir to thai obtained vvi'h water alone. When 
a karaya pan dispersion is used, however, a MibslantlaMy 
thicker li'ni t>f liquid on crvstil suri.iees is oMaincd due 
10 the rtfect uf viscoMty. The well known profound dt- 
lensiti/inr effeel ••! lul'iieaii'ir oil on prm.r.iy ixploives 
Is probably due to the viscosity which results in ,1 thicker 
film, !\cn ili.'urii Ihe specific heat »•( od is Mibvtaniially 
lower th.in th.il of water, the fiealrr amount piesint clu: 
in Ihe thicker lilin prtividrs a rttator heat rapicity. 
Kni va ) ani disp.i-ions po-scss the .nlvanlare "t oil in 
forminc  a  th .1    film   p'us  the   lidded  cdv.inla s  til   Hie 
hifihci heat v.ip.uiiv ol water. 

As dfsctilfd .il'ioe. Ihc vivon. di'ivrsinn of kar IV.I 

j;iin  fonns :i ItibMcalini; mul puvc live Mm ol subslan- 
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lial thickness over Ihe surface of Ihc solid panicles. F.«r- 
titles »lidc by each olner more readily, and thus less man- 
ual cfloit is uquircd to tub the mixture acioss tlic sur- 
face of Ihc tliarpe plaic and fill Ihc cavities therein. Yet 

■ because of the viscosity of Ihc medium in which the solid 
panicles arc susfsended, unintcnlional movement or flow 
of the wet piinuni: mass on the clurpc table, due to cITects 
of pravity, does mil occur. Ihe piinmu; m:iss molds readily 
with very little manual cfTori tu athieve any desiicd dis- 

ju position or mass »hapc, but will not slump, creep, or other- 
wise chani-c shape. Manual cliarpmg involves spreading 
Ihc primini: mixture over the surracc of Ihe chatpc plate 
and tubbing it intu the holes tlicrcin. After the holes 
have been  filled,  the excess inisturc is scraped off Ihc 

)') charpe plate and colleclcd in a pile en Ihe thamnp table. 
Ihe lubricity provided by karaya pum dispersions and the 
cohcsivtn^'S of the pel cause the mixiuie to scrape cleanly 
off the metal charge plate surfaces without leavin;: a 
smear of ?o!id consiiiucnts of the mixture, as frequently 

'JO occurs with mixtures containing pum arable or other low 
viscosity binders. I'ortions ot mixture tli.it are scattered 
duiinr the rubbing operation are easily and quickly 
brouplit 'o^cthcr into a compact pile as the excess is 
»craped oil the filled chaffc plate. This helps reduce the 

U5 dryinn täte, and consequent need for frequent rcwettinp. 
as loss of water is much more rapid if the mixture is 
spread rut than when the mixture is in a compact pile. 
The edect of the advantapcous charpinp characteristics 
is to permit greater productivity due to the prcatcr ease 

30 and spied with which the charging operation may be per- 
formed. 

rriminr- mixtures prepared with karaya pum can be 
welter sutüciently, wiihotl encountcrini; scraration of the 
solid arm liquid phases to provide Ihc li.'idi'.y required lor 

Sä  the extiusun of the bulk mntcrial, Ihc mixture is sulli- 
1 clently piauie and hows readily enou.rh to rfrmit leedine 

, . the bulk material into a pellet fotmin;; rqechanisnt capable 
, of chairing primers mechanically. 

Rather ipedfie« stable, rhcolopical properties are re- 
40 quired to permit niccliamcal c'narpinp as defined abevc. 

Scparalion of the so'id and iiquid phase mult not occar, 
even on rather prolonged sior.ipc. The fluidity must re- 
main fairly constant desplic tl'ects of slorane, tempera- 
ture chanies, moderate sariatlon in water content, and 

49 apitation or mechanical . anipulation. 'Ihc intentitial 
spaces must l<c filled with ihr liquid medium, so that the 
■priniin; mass is Iwmagewous and not intcnuptcd by air- 
fillid voiJs. This characteristic is required to permit dis- 
pensinp  accurate  unit  peimiAg charees by volumetric 

Ml mean«. Thtr karaya num o:' this invention provides mix- 
tuies which fullill these rc.iuirements. In contrast, when 
pum arable or other low viscosity binder is used, the mix- 
ture ir. davlike and is not amenahlc to dialling by such 
mechanical tcchriiqiies. 

.M Compar.itivc tesis weic carried out in order to obtain 
qivinili.iiivr data showin" llie ellects on flow character 
istics anil em setitinc behavior when a lypieal piior art 
binJcr, pun arabic, is icpiaced in a representative prirn- 
inf composition by karava (tim. 

uo The priming cumpmilion was Mix "C" (CNG-35) of 
Table I. page 7. of my copendiRg application Ser, No. 
S37,M9 now U.S. Patent 3.3; 1,343, as fullcws: 

Slabnnaif      S5 
Tetrarenc   ...........................   3 

M Barium nitrate 31 
Ground coke .-.   ... ............ ...... 10 
Oiun binder . . ............. .    I 

A batch of the abnvc Inpredicnts except rum was pre 
JM pared 1,11 ;. iiiinr. I"S ptanis total of solids ,div K.sis). 

The e*plii Ive nialrrlali in this batch were wn^iifd wcl 
in 11 pvtn iMrier and laKiur was conducted m: • .i.illv to 
miiMiii.T lo'.i of material. Alter the blending ot the 1''/ 
riam batch had bim rimtplclcd, the wet batch was 

o'l   wrir  cd and i!ivi,!ct| oi.» Isto p,!];,,.!,-. ot rqu.,1 vciphl. 
-fit 
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identical compo<ili(m. and c<p<ci:illv h.ivinr cqu.il w.ilrr 
In Ihit mnnncr, iwo V"* frjm i-oriiont of Mi« "C" uf 
identical composi''<n, nml (ipcciall ItavinR CQIMI water 
content, »cic uhLuncil. 'I'o one portiim o( muiurcr. a I 
fi.mi poriuMi (I'.r) of dry powik'rrd rum arabic wa% 
added and Mm Ul in; In llic other an equal quanlity of 
dry powdered Laraya pum »'a» ailjcd and hlcndcd in. 
In Ihi» manner, IMO equal portions of Mix "C" eomposi- 
lion wcie obl.iiiKil wlii.h dilicrcil only wnli respect to IIJC 
(urn binder. 

The procedure following in makin" the »lump test WM 
essentially as presented in the ASIM lest procedure 
(:i43-fi6. but iisinc » mold consislinf of ifw frustruni of 
a cone having a base iA milliniclers in dtnmeier, a lop 

• diameter of 24.S nullimeiers, and a K-ii-ht of SO milli- 
meters. The mold specified in the AST M prixodure ku 
base, lop and height dimensions of K, •>, and 12 IIKIICS, 
respectivel)'. The smaller si/c of the moid ti^cd for slump 
tests oi> priminc w.is desirable for reasons of safely. 

The slump tests »ere condiicte.l by adding mistiifc to «o 
Ibe (op end of the cone trustnun uitli the base miini on 
a smooth sltel surface. Successisc portions were packed 
with a Campinp rod to pcraiii ihorou-h lillinj of the mold. 
The excess mixture v.as removed from the top as prc- 
teribed in the ASTM pros-edure ai\l ttic mold was re- "5 
moved carefully to tiiinir.ii'e deforn-ation ot the molded 
mass due to nunipul.inon. A rieasurcineni of the average 
height of the top surface v.ai obiainrd promptly. Afur a 
slump determination was completed all of the priming 
was carefully ralhered to.-cilicr. an additional gram of ,10 
water was blenJed into it, and anoi.-.er slump determina- 
tion w-as conducted. In this marner luccesaiv« slump detcr- 
mications were conducted on each o: the Iwo batc.'ies of 
priniiii;- ;it each incremeM of a-Ided water. Tiie operation 
was conducted in a room humiJiiied to rear the dew point 
to minifflbc error due to tvspomtlve loss of water. T113 
process of Wttkkt$ rcpeniive slump deiemnnaiions r.s MCll 
increment of water was added was eontiHMcJ until a pio- 
found slump eticct was oHtained. The ilerree of slump at 
each level of wetness obtained with each mixture portion •;(» 
is presented in 'I at>le I. 

T/m.K i.-sU'Mf ntn ov MIX "C" COMPOWTION roy. 
TAIMN«i tifM AI.AUK' COMIA I'.KO Til Tt;;: fx'IK MIX 
OONTAIMNU KAllAVA ül it AT \ AKIüLjJ LLVtLS Ok" 
VtTNCM 

•it} 

8 
served and its volume was estimalcd by means of the 
milliliicr scale on Ihr c>linder. Alter makinr an appro- 
priate number of observations svith the cvlmdcrs in an 
undistuited condition, the wooden block was clamped to 

• the t.il le 10 present inosemcnl and the assembly was sub- 
jected lo vibration. 1lie source of vibration seas a primer 
cup plate shaker lo which the table was allixed. Die type 
of vitvatim developed was quite similar to that encoun- 
tered when ptiiiMi' ii'.isturc is hand trucled from one 

j0 plant location to anoiher. OLscrvations mnJc before and 
after sil 1..1.011 was started are presented in Table II. 

TAIII.K tl-frTTI.IS'O I! \Ti: OV MIX "(•• niSTAINtSil 
• ll "I AHAIilC rn.MI-AI:! Ii iw III lite MMI .MIX CON- 
TAIMNO KAUAVA IH'M 

S'oiuuic of.- ■ i .irjli' l \\ u'.cr (ml.) 

Tlmt Init-rvil, Mlnutu 
tin Cwniiwim 

iiuni AI.IIJC 
(IHM imtMU'A 
||J« narr) 
Vol. 41 S Ml. 

Mil l'»il.>hiliis 
y.jlj\* UJM 

(i-.nrnMa.wd 
Is 4'; » .Irr) 
Vol. 44 2 ml. 

i-' (viUk'.jr ■ :jrli .1). 

Ky"."'.y.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 

137  
177 (rl'r .i'.'»;<iH>o1).... 
1"7 (»liü.ior >i-';iu)  
:.7  

10 
1.2 
1.3 
2.0 
2 1 
2S 
2.9 
3.1 
4 0 
JO 
SO 
SI 

0.0 
0 0 
00 

1.7 

v.-. 

At the conrlusion of the slump trsis the two portion« 
of Mix "C" were ulili/cil lo dcletmiM the comparaiivc 
rales of »cparatiin of ^;>!i.ls am! water. At tht- eonelusion 
of tin: slumi» le^ts the wj'er convent «M the mix CORUHUng 
pirn arabic was II..T^ (SS.7Cr solids) and tlie water con- 
tent of the mix coniainm-' karaya pun was IS.4',.- (Kl.r.% 
solids). Allhourli the mis lontaiimi;' k.i:v.\,i rum lia.l con- 
siderably meve uaier in it, it appeared drier and c.slubi.'ed 
less fluidity than the mix (•oruiiun'- pin arabic. ThCM 
mixtures were «is.'d uiiho.it f'irthcr adjusiment of ssaicr i;.; 
content for the 1n.l1 il selllinr; le'.ts. 

Tlie sctilin;: r.i'e tesis weif conducted by packing the 
inixtM.TS into tylnuliKal r'f'iv|"n bore caltl'i.t'eil j-lrs 
tulcs with a ch'-f .1 end, svmch fia.l a bwe of rn mm. an.I 
weie calibrated lo 45.(1 ml. fbe mixtutcs were p^cLcd 
MlfffHy to prcvcnl soiii*. Alter lilliiii", ihr lubes veie 
»nppiiled SMlli open Clkl nppsrnio' in a WOOdt'n bloek 
b.iMii^ ifou" liiln'.". boieil cavities, 'flic nmr was nole.! 
an,! 1 In- ml rs wcie all nsvd to stand uihiistiuKJ ivlule the 
prcs.iuc ol any w.iiii sepaiutin,': at the Mirtace Was ob- 

After the leit data prtttiMed in Table II vere obtained, 
the nUture containing rum arable ssas rcmou-il from the 
tube U'-ed for the settling le»t, snd additional watei was 
blend;.: ir.:o ih«? batch M> that the water content would 
e.iual t.jt of D.e mixture confining karaya gum (lS.4fc). 
'Ihe cal,orated t lass tube was retillej and another settling 
lest was cojidacted with the .T.ixture in a wetter condi- 
tion. Rcniltl of tiiis test arc preiinwd in Table 111 below. 
Initially ih: tube was allo.ved to stand and men the 
vibrator v as started. 

TAULU lit —SKTTI.IVG I;ATP OF MIX "C" CONf A1SIXO 
UIM AHAUIC—MIMllIi:, WATKK IMA 

Time in'rrsal, minutes;       Volume of separated fiuid, ml. 
30    ._ 6.0 
60 vibrator «'arted . 6.7 
95 8.0 

140 g.l 

ll is dew from the above d.-.ta that karaya rum has a 
significant bcnelical cilcct on the flow and Si-nlini! char- 

0Ü acterisiies of wet priminr mixture». 'Ihc stability to 
chanr-c in priniinp Jliimjv ch:;raetcristi;s as successive in- 
crements cf water sre asiJeJ, irdicates that mixtures con- 
taining it mav be charged s:iceesslul!y ibroucl a com- 
parative!.- wiJ; ranre of actual water conlcii. Such lati- 

ö'i lüde is tfecidedly brrcficul in improving cbarce weight 
uniformiiv. and wit'i |r?s frrqueM replacement of water 
lost thioueh evaporation as chaituig p.ogresses, produc- 
livily is iinpiovcd. 

The comnrativc slump test data eitabli-h much lower 
r,0 degree of »lump at a given moisiim content for the mix- 

ture cont.rt". :;■.• kara'/a gum. 1 he tests re-.ults (btained at 
9.5Ci and )S.4C«> water content show that the karaya 
gum nixtim showing a slump ol 25 mm. contained al- 
mo.t twirc the water content of the gum trabte mixture 
with the 2>> :-.m. slump. 

The «■••.uiiig test re»i;l!s likev.i>e estsblivh far I.-JS sel- 
tlirv and !frar..tion of soiiils ;.nd iluid for ibe mixture 
wiih k.ir.v.i fvm, even thistigh it had a miu.'i higher ua- 
ier cpnifp;. At the same water content, the pani arabic 
mix khuwcJ the separation ol a s'iil higher .iinount of 
lliml in i given lime. It i^ furti er nu'ewivrthv that in the 
mix con!..1: r^. k.navj rum. |1K scpauled fluid could 
easily be ii l.-lnlnued in tie misliirr b\ gentle   'luin;;. 

In accoriUncc vviili a fuillu . (mhmlinu'nl ul the inven- 
lion, vv)i,wii icsults in odjilhinai M^nificani .ulvaniages 

Jil 

/f? 
-4 
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and h therefore hirl'lv pieforrril, I.;II.I).I rimi uhlcli Imi 
K-en vlieu ic;illy NMIMINI ll.oii:-!! Iie.il iuMimeni is P'etl 
.1% flic liiiiiler iiipri'tlicni in ftrtWwkM rriminc tlMtfv4> 
lions. The chrniii'.il niihlilk.ilion clleeU-il hy the he.il 
Ircitmrnl is n parti.il ile:iieivl.iiii<n ;inil id h>ili,iiiiin of |hc 
kjiray.i riini. 'Ilie l-eiie(i%i il eileel ol such i'ieinii.'il nwvli- 
(K-ntion is lo eliiiiiu.1ie «MlMilii.s UM**! IK'III llio liuki 
nc%* of Mime etinip<v.iiiiins iisini; MMHIMMM l..iu>a yimi, 
when h.inJIcil in convcnitonal chaffing and xpinninp 
cqiiipnicnt 

Such dinieullics may bo si-'nineanily dccre/ised by the 
use of cquipnicnl li.i\iiti; nnii-ailherenl Mirfuces. as ob- 
Ininable for cxjmple by enaiinj: ihc «urfnees with poly- 
Ictrafliiorocilolcnc or silicon; po'ymcrs. Likewise, the 
karay.i puni conlent of M li composiiions mny be rcdiiitil ]-, 
or it may be in part replaced by fiim arable or oilier 
waicr-solnMo ptm. 

However, Ihe above cxpedienu arc not miiiired when 
llie kaniya cum lias hrcn MHtCltd to llic inJi>:ilcd chem- 
ical mo.lificalion. The (Miwi minlirieniion i< roailily ac- OQ 

compli'.lied bv lieaiinj! lh$ law powder pnm nm'rr ven- 
tilated condition« nl n «uiiaMi elevated tcmpcratuie for 
the rcquiied peiio.l of time. 

When the cliemical imvlifcation is elTecleH by hcalinp. 
excellen! refills are oM iiwl at lempcralnrcs ranpinrs 03 
from about 120* C. to If'.O* C. for a pen'o;! of about 4 
lo 48 hours, the time of trr.iinient bc'mr. shorter as the 
lempciaturc is incrca'cd. Th; powdered unn-oiüficd kar- 
•ya gum may be spread as a rather shallow Iriycr in an 
open Iray an.l healed h a wetl-vc-uil iied oven, thus pcr- 
miliiii", the removal of llw nolved valors «liich iuciurie 
water vapor end acetic acid. The temperature and time of 
treatment aie seieclcd In tXWt the pariial elimination of 
acetic acid lo the extcit of at least about 20'.' and up to 
about KOCi of Ihe total lhai could be lemovcd by hcatinc 
for lonfi-r period'-.. Preferably, the pariial dcacetyiution 
is carn> I out to the extc;! i>f 50C;. to TSK as the n-ailt- 
inß mo.liricJ karaya pum is found lo be an excellent 
binder, in nil respects for percussion priming composi- 
tions. Such ccmpositio.is are chataeicri/ed by all tlv ad- 
vanlajeous features, described ahove in detail, incl'.idins 
freedom from anv dHBcvlly due to tackiness. 

The follovMiip tcmpera'uies-timc schedules have been 
found cfTective for the iiio'i'ic.iiion of karaya num. for 
example, "Superior HI N.F. trade" karaya rmn (Morn- 
Ingslar-Paislcy Co.), and may be consiilered illustrative: 

Temperature, * C: Time (at temper.-,tiirc), hr$. 

(A)  1?0-I35 24 
(H) 130-135 48 

10 
In a further analylicMl list. 50 pram «amples »ire ••■•s. 

pendid in It'll ml. of xylepc and heated under nllus fur 
an hour after the lirsl condeus.itc applied. I lie coil- 
dcrscd aqiiiiiiis layer MM vparalcd in a Deaii-Staik trap. 
Ihc moasiiied volumes o( the aqncuus layers and deter- 
mi't.uinn of theii aeiil content yielded the followin(< 
values: 

HwwHHM rui» Mixlllii 1 film 

I'lTflll v.-.il.r rv..lvc.| 
I't'ionl MMtoMM WH i\:ft.'.. 

IS!» 
0. li 

It can be concluded that this cfTective treatment causes 
the liberation of volatile acid, mainly acetic acid, as well 
as of water, and further, that ihc number of available 
cailnml piutips and of 'aponili.ible pioups was increased. 

As the partly deaeetylalc'tl karaya pum is advantageous 
as Under for percussion priminv. composiiions in all the 
essential funciional aspects, it is preferred for use in ac- 
cordance uilh the invention. It is leadily dispersed in wa- 
ter to yield a hii-hly viscous pel-like fluid which is readily 
mised v.ilh the particles of the solid priminp inrrcdients 
to yield homor-eneous compoM'tions of excellent siorupc 
and handling qualities, as described. 

Accordingly, it v>ill be undersiood that the binder in- 
predicat eouiprisini: karaya pum is uiilely applicable svith. 
aib.miarc lo p:iciissi(in primini' composilioas of a vari- 
ety of components and propoitions, a> indicated i:bn\e. 
MoJificalious »nay therefore be made in the specified ii- 
luMMtUe details within the spirit and scope of the ap- 
pended claims. 

What is cl.dined is: 
1. Ammuniiion priminp composiiion consistin» essen- 

tially of a dnrfit of dry particles of solid sjbstamiaily 
watcr-insolublo priminp ingredients, said particles being 
adhered together by ,1 minor proportion of karaya pum, 
and said injrodi-nts consisiins es'entially of at least about 
15% by weiphl of primary explosive «elected fiom the 
proip; consistinr, of pcrcussion-scnsiiivc explosive nictal 
salt., diaxndinilrophenol and tetra/cne, and subst.inti-'.!tv 
any baiance thereof of up to 2S'.'.} by weipht of a om- 
busiible fuel, up to -WCP by weipht of a frietionator, and 
up to COCi by H eij-.hl of an o.sidi/inr- apent. 

2. A primini; composiiion accordini: lo claim I. where- 
in the proportion of said karaya pum is about ü.2Co to 
Ar,c of the comp.'vilion. 

J. A prinsint: ccinipo'.ition aecordinp to claim 1, where- 
(C)  i4S-152 .'..'.'.i'.V.        ".'.".'.'. I 24 <l('  ,n sa'lJ ^•"•'V-1 ,■t"l, ''-^ been partly deacetyhlcd. 

4. A priminp composition accordinc to claim I, where- 

no 

It 

40 

•;:, 

In each case, 1 shallow la\er of ihc powdered pum was 
placed in a Ira) at<d healed in a we'l-vemilaled oven main- 
tained at ihe Indicated lempcralMrt, At the end of the 
healin ■ pef'r'd. 'he mculitied ;iim which was essentially 
unchanped in appearance and leklttffl was transferied to 
suitable cunt.liners and scaled. 

The di"Ired cfcemical modtficalion way be effectfd by 
Other prutejures. lor example, a uniform partly de- 
acelylaic.l karaya pum can he nbtained hy siK;\-iiiliiii: the 
gum in a solvent «if hrh boilintj point, such as xylcne, 
and boiliii;. il.e inistmc umh 1 reilux, wbilc separaiin" the 
condensed aqueous phase and leturnin- the «oiulensril 
tolvcnt 10 Ihc iniMuie, The Irralnient may then be slopped 
tt a desired cstcnt of i'ca. el. lalion as »iHin as a piedtler- 
mincd volutnc of aiiucam phase h.iN hee* eollccied. 

Analytical lesti were rairi.'.l mil on kar.isa pum, boih 
before and Wlowmp ire.iluuni (hcalinf at 148' |S2* C. 
»:i oivn ti.iy h'r 3t Imiirs) Mo unaiodified pam had an 
tcid Ruml'er (if 34.1 li'T- KOll pel cram) and sapomTi- 
ration nniiilvi (forinl.il (m a. id niimhct ) of Ifil.ft (mp. 
KOll pel plain), »In!.' Ilu* 11 i.hl'i.'d puiii hui an acid 
r.iiinlvr of 42.7 and fcaponilic ititMi nimiK-l of 182.1, T 1 ns, 
h.'ili Sahirs \>i'te siili.l.iiiii iliy in. ii'ascil as a lesnlt nf 
Ihe Miodill.alioil. 

liil 

(,.i 

in said karaya pun has been deacetjlated to the extent of 
about MKi to 1>',1. 

5. A piiminp composition aceordinp to claim 1, where- 
in said charpc ineludri an esplosive lead salt. 

6. A priminp comp isiiion accoidin;; 10 claim I, where- 
in said charpe includes lea .1 ityphnalt. 
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Trap REPORT 

Traveler: E. E. Hannum, G+W 
AD&E Center 

Picatinny Personnel: 
Mr. N. Catsos, P.D. 
Mrs. L. B. Gula, P.D. 
Mr. Wm. Bondemore, A.D.E.D. 
Mr. Ed Demberg, A.D.E.D. 
Mr. Ed. Jescerzewski, A.D.E.D. 
Mr. Ted Warshall, A.D.E.D. 
Mr. Robert Wagner, A.D.E.D. 

Date:  5-6 December 1972 

Place:  Picatinny Arsenal 
Dover, New Jersey 

Project:  05308 

The purpose of the visit was to discuss our survey of techniques 
and equipment that may be applicable to high-volume, high-rate 
production of non-electric detonators. 

DISCUSSION 

The people wo interviewed are all ix\  the  Aranunition Develo- 
pment and Engineering Directorate rather than the Manufacturing 
Technology Directorate and represent many years of experience 
in development and research related to detonators and initiators 
in general. Bill Bondeirore had been interviewed on 5-6 October 
1971 by Mr. Roger Schroeder of Midwest Research institute 
and Mr. Don Hoberecht of Remington Arms (Lahc City Army 
Anununition Plant ) .  LCTiAP sponr>ored i concept study for an 
automatic sub-module to charge and assc. ,)le ehe M57E1 detonator at 
the rate of 600 per minute.  We have reviewed their reports 
and have copies in our file.  However, the? ^ are a number of 
questions and answers that we felt require further discussion. 
We'll list them briefly as follows: 

1.  Sensitivity and output of various types of 
lead azide. 

The three types of lead azide are: dextrinated, 
RD1333 and special purpose. 

There seems to be considerable difference of 
opinion about the relative sens.Ltivitie« and 
output of these three typos. 

-m 
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Atlas Chemical Industries  found that after 
sieving out  the "fines"   that RD1333 was  less 
hazardous.     Apparently RD1333  has  stronger 
output than dextrinated  lead azide      However, 
just about every user  that we  interviewed 
claims  there are considerable variations  from 
batch-to-batch so it seems  likely that this 
could explain  a good portion of  the confusion 
and    disagreement, 

2, Ed Demberg has planned a program to determine 
the safe limit on consolidation  tool pressure. 
It is  to be carried out at Lone Star AAP and 
should be completed in about  three months. 
Hopefully,   this will  also shed some  light 
on maximum ram     speed which is  an all-important 
parameter in press  design.     This  can be a 
deceptively tricky     thing to determine 
because  the bulk density of the  explosive can 
vary as  does  the ratio of bulk density to final 
consolidated density. 

In a machine  like the Iowa Loader  for  instance 
the .1 inkages   are purposely designed to move 
the ram    rapidly when not in contact with the 
explosive then slow down as the  actual con- 
solidation begins.     But even  though  the  linkage 
speed can be measured or calculated  the ram   • 
is actually driven via a force limiting spring 
so it's   speed  to some  extent depends   upon the 
resistance presented by the explosive being 
compacted, 

(Ed Jesccrzewski has  contributed  to  the design 
and di.velopment of  the Iowa Loader,) 

3, A few years  ago  there was a high  incidence of 
'bpontanoous"  explosions   in  the  loading plants, 
A conuuittee was   formed to investigate.     Several 
reports  were  issued which should be  located and 
reviewed  for  this  survey. 

It was  noted  that spontaneous  detonation most 
often  occurred within ioventy-two   (72)   hours 
after  the  detonntor was   loaded.     This   suggests 
that  the  cause was  some sort of  residual  stress 
which could be mechanical,   electrostatic,  electro« 
chemical   or  combination;.;  of these.     Evidently  the 
research was JK-VOJ.  completed due  to lack of 
funding  and Jack of interest. 
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Trip Report 
Picatinny Arsenal 

The reasons for thesu lacks can be explained 
by the development o:: the non-propagating 
chip-board box. When these boxes are used 
a detonator can detonate without propagating 
to adjncunt detonators or to another box. 
This has reduced thr problem to one of 
academic interest only. 

4, It was generally agreed that the safety 
problems of handling the large quantities 
of sensitive prii. ary explosives needed for 
production of detonators at 1200 per minute 
is th-». major problem.  The idea of loading 
desensitized explosives (wet) was not 
enthusiastically received. There are problems 
with sticking, flow, metering, cleaning, 
consolidation, drying and some people claim 
the explosives are still toosensitive and 
can detonate. 

Most people think that the only practical approach is to 
automate the conditioning, handling and loading of small 
quantities of dry explosives.  The operations that require 
more than .05 seconds to complete will have to be performed 
simultaneously by (multiple tool modules.  Thir seems in- 
escapable . 

Even with this basic principle established there are still 
many problems to be solved.  "Blows" must be reduced to a 
minimum and must net cause shut-down of the line, severe 
damage or injury. 

It is toward thc.;c ends that our survey should be directed. 

T. E. IIANNUM 

TBR/bja 
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Trip Report 

Traveler:  E.E. Hannum Date:  19-20 Dec. 1972 

Picatiuny Personnel: Stan Wachtell  Place: Pica■inny Arsenal 
Stan Adelman Dove/, N.J. 
Hal Wangcr 
Toufie Mazzawy Project:  05308 
Ed Lischick 

1. Picatinny has a contractor, AMMANN 5 WHITNEY, that is 
practically "sole source" for design of structures to house 
explosive operations and store explosives. However, there 
is no comparable agency for design of safety barricades for 
automatic production machinery.  In this field, it is every 
man for himself. 

2. Stan /delman gave me a document that he calls a "P16" 
entitled "Description of Overall System Concepts".  It is 
evidently a summary of the effort that they (i'icatinny) 
have put into the detonator manufacturing modernization 
program up until they went out on contracts. 

3. I briefly summarized for Stan Adelman what I'll say in the 
final report.  He said that is what they want, "tell them 
what we found, not what we think they want to hear". 

4. I understand that Ed Dcmberg has written a "P16" for spon- 
taneous detonation studies.  I'm tryiwü J  get a copy. 

5. Stan Adelrnn clarified his answers to questions posed by 
Roger Schroeder of MRI and quoted in their Final Report, 
Feb. 1972 on the M57E1 Detonator Su><-Module Concept Study. 

a. Cherry-Burrell presses operating at 2000/rin.  was not_ 
confirmed and they are only used to pelletizc RDX. 

b. Perry Industries vacuum-pressure metering system appe.irs 
capable of up to 6000/r.iin. , but has only been used tor 
inert materials. 

6. They didn't know anything about the Lcc Metals concept study 
for LCAAP on automatic blending of tracer mixes. 

7. They have advertised lor bids to develop methods of forming 
primary explosives in .sheets.  They think punchim', out 
detonator charges from the sheets with a "cookie cutter" 
(which is similar to the way closure discs arc now assembled) 
would lend itself to high volume automatic production.  They 
have discussed this with several explosives manufacturers, 

A        and quote them as thinking it is feasible. DuPont sells 
secondary high explosive fmuch less sensitive than primary 

rill".) in sheet form (trade name "Detashcct").  It i;. PETN 
mixed witli an elastoiieric binder and a plasticizcr.  It is 

/at - T -x- 



7.  (cont'd) 

made by extrusion into various shapes starting in cylindrical 
form.  Sheets are made by slitting the cylinder as it is 
extruded, thus avoiding edge effects. 

Detasheet has been extensively tested for sensitivity to 
rifle bullet impact, high voltage arcs, cutting, friction, 
various standard "drop tests", fire and flame, hot bar, 
and detonation.  It is amazingly insensitive and safe to 
handle, yet can be detonated reliably with a No. 6 blasting 
cap or larger (No. 6 cap contains 5 grains of HE). 

nit is interesting to note, however, that the ordinary PETN 
is much more sensitive to all the various stimuli mentioned. 
For instance, .03 grams of lead azide will detonate it com- 
pared to about .30 grams for Detasheet; a factor of ten. 

U        This probably means that to make primary explosives in sheet 
form, they too must be desensitized and by more than a 

D factor of ten because they are inherently more sensitive 
than PETN. This then will present the problem of how to 
initiate a detonator that is so insensitive.  Perhaps a 

Q        method can be found; possibly irradiation or vacuum and heat 
to change or drive off the binder-desensitizer. 

DIt has been noted that the binder is thixotropric.  A small, 
steadily applied pressure will cause it to flow, but it will 
resist a large rapidly applied pressure (like a viscous fluid 
or gel).  It may be this property of the binder that permits 

Ü        extrusion, but does not interfere too seriously with propa- 
gation of a strong detonation.  It has been noted, however, 
that the binder does reduce the bulk density, detonation 

ri velocity and output strength as well as the sensitivity. 
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Subject: Manufacture of Non-Electric Detonators 
By Electro-Chemical Deposition 

Investigation wis made to determine the feasibility of forming 
the metal container around a compacted explosive charge by means 
of electro-chemical deposition. 

1. The only metals which are presently being used to make parts 
by electro-chemical deposition are copper, nickel, gold, and 
silver. 

2. Alloys are not     presently being utilized. 

U    3. Aluminum and stainless steel are not being electro-formed. 

4. Rate of forming is approximately .001 inch per hour. 

5. Direct current is used in the plating bath of several amperes, 
and therefore a spark hazard would exist when plating explosives, 

6. The bath is a solution of the metal salt and therefore would 
require the detonator compact to be coated by a vapor barrier 
coating prior to plating. 

7. Electro-forming would also require a second coating of conductive 
material such as a conductive plastic to provide a curr'ent bath 

8. The entire surface of the cylindrical shaped detonator must be 
formed, and, since electrical contact nust be made with the 
part, would necessitate putting the part through two plating 
operations and shifting the contact area on the detonator 
between the two operations. • 

9.  Some question exists as to the resulting porosity of the metal 
deposited by electro forming.  Tests would bo required to 

U       determine the suitability of the plated coating to resist 
environment conditions such as moisture penetration. 

10. Since the plating process is clow, the number of detonators 
in the bath at one tine would bo quite high (cou3d approach 
1/2 million) resulting in a serious safety hazard. 

Conclusions: The use of electro-chemical deposition for enclosing 
the oxplo5-.ive charge in a detonator does not appear 
to be an cconomicoily and technically acceptable 
process for high speed - hitjh volume production, due 
to linitationa of metals availciblo, long prorei'sing 
time, excessive number of processing operations, and 
the safety hazard. , -t -^ 

"^^ N. Fried land 
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Productivity - Key to Combating Inflation 
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PRODUCTIVITY-Key to 
Combating Inflation 

Gains in productivity are tlu' key to fiRhtinf, inflation and 
enabhnp tho nation to inct't its social and economic Roals. Be- 
cause productivity increases are the ultimate source of any true 
improvement in national wealth, we cannot accelerate social 
progress without act derating pains in productivity. 

A rise in productivity rates is needed to insure that busi- 
nesses can expand and create new jobs, to nencrate funds to pay 
for environmental cleanup and other pressing needs of society, 
and to maintain the competitive position of U. S. firms in world 
markets. 

Also, as n means of combatinp inflation, productivity gains 
are superior to wage and price controls, or to government fiscal 
and nu lelary policies. Productivity Rains combat inflation by 
lower.iR unit costs; the other methods—higher taxes, cutbacks 
in Rowrnment spending, and tiRlit money—accomplish the same 
objective, but tend to dampen demand and raise unemployment. 

We cannot be satisfied with recent productivity increases. 
Between 1!>6G and 1971, output per manhour in RUUMfactttring 
rose 2.2 per cent annually, while hourly earniiiRs increased at 
an anmi.il rate of fi.K per cent. Unit labor costs climbed at a 
rate of 3.7 per cent duriiiR a five year period when other costs 
rose also. In effect, all of the productivity gains have been ab- 
sorbed by labor with no benelits teeming to the owners «if 
business. The result is sharply declining profit margins since 
the mld-lMO't. 

The problem hai been nggravatcd in the chemical industry 
by downward pressure on wiling prices, and by the bijih rale 
of productivity gain  in  chemical  lompanies  in  other nations. 
Productivity of I'. S. chemical companies has grown more rapid- 

m, ly thun the average for all U. S. manufacturers, chiefly because 
s of Increased capital investment in plant and equipment per em- 

, v\ ployce.    However, the IJ. S. chemical industry's pains  (averag- 
\ big about G per cent annually between I9(>() and 1970) arc over* 

\ matched by the ri:c in productivity in German chemical compa- 
niis (nearly f> per cent per year) and :!ie Japanese (nearly 

* II per <ent per v.ir) over the same period. This improved 
their competitive position and weakened ours. 

If American industry is to remain competitive, there must 
be a sharing of productivity gains with siockholdera. Unless 
profit margins are Improved, produrtivily growth will slow down 
as industry will have k:'s to .spend on capital Improvements 
and new technology which are the .sources of productivity growth 
in (he first place. 

X     I    ('j   Ion   (c   liViOut»   £   O.   lie 
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OSHA STANDARDS 

Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 

(Public Law 91-596, Williams-Stciger Act, Dec. 29, 1970) 

Employers must provide work areas free from hazards and 
must keep workers informed of their rights and obligations. 
Effective April 28, 1971.  Standards included pertain to: 

1. Walking and working surfaces. 

2. Platforms. 

3. Environmental controls. 

4. Hazardous materials. 

5. Personal protective equipment. 

6. Fire protection. 

7. Compressed gas equipment. 

8. Materials handling and  storage. 

9. Machinery and machine  guarding. 

10. Hand and portable power tools. 

11. Welding. 

12. Cutting and brazing. 

13. Electrical equipment. 

14. Section 1910.217, Bll.l - 1971 

D 

"Safety RequireMenta   for the Construction,   Care and 
Duse of Mechanical   Power Presses".     Deadline Aug.   31, 

1974.     However,   safeguarding   the  point  of operation 
and other  care and  use  requirements will   be  enforced 
starting  Feb.   15,   1972. 

-/3/ 
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Trip Report 

Submitted by: II. Wanger 

Place Visited: Western Electric, baltimore, Md. 
MRC, Baltimore, Md. 

Departure Date: Dec. 5, 1972     Return Date: Dec. 6, 1972 

Personnel Contacted:  Mr. Thorp   - Western Electric 
Mr. Issacs  - MRC 
Mr. Marshand - MRC 

Purpose:  To determine if electroplating a detonator cup 
is feasible. 

Discussion: 

At Weste")! Electric, the writer toured the plating facilities. 
Contained within were: 

(1) an automated batch plating line 
(2) an autonatcd wire plating facility 
(3) an automated rack plate line 
(4) several individual rack plate cells. 

With respect to (1) above, the line was built in ovaloid 
form approximately 30-40 feet long and 15 feet wide.  At selected 
intervals, lar;'e polyethylene sieve baskets (capable of handling 
20 lbs. of small parts) vcre hung from a heavy chain drive. The 
baskets were connected to gear sectors capable of lowering and 
raising the baskets as well as continually turning them.  Tanks 
and drying cells were einpl;iced on the periphery of the baskets. 
The sequence of operations was as follows:  The automated loading 
of 20 lbs. of sm.'ill parts (connectors, eyelets, pliu;s) into an 
empty basket and its subsequent passage through degrcasing tanks, 

D      washes, empty drip tanks, plating tanks, drip tanks, washes, 
drip tanks, 3 hot air blowers each increasing in temperature and 
a dump operation for unloading. 

An anode load was brought dov.-n the side of each basket and 
was inserted into its center where it was left dangling so it 
could eventually contact all parts moving within the basket thus 
forming one elt-ctrode for the plating proct'ss ... th.^ other was 
mounted on the side of the tank and utilized replaceable rods of 
the material being plated. 

The index time was 2/2.5 minutes from one operation to the 
next with the entire sequence taking lb/20 minutes.  They could 
produce 25-30 loads/8 hr. shift - depending on size of parts, 
this could be 20Ü,000 parts.  Plate thickness was I'.cncrally on 
the order of ,2 mil which was satisfactory foi telcpnone oper- 
at ions. 

/39 
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The wire plating facility consisted of 6 reels of wire fed 
through washing, degreasing, plating tanks, washing and drying 
tanks to 6 take up reels.  Each reel was separately controlled, 
on coming to an end the reel was stopped, another reel emplaced 
manually and welded to the previous end.  When the take up reel 
was full, the wire was cut and an empty take up reel was sub- 
stituted for the full one. The wire moved at speeds of 40 feet/ 
min. but a similar line in the Buffalo Plant could be run at 
2000 ft./min.  This line was straight-forward and demonstrated 
nothing unusual. The wire acted as one electrode; the other 
being mounted on the sides of the plating tank. 

The automated rack plater was not in operation.  It con- 
sisted of narrow tanks with racks capable of being loaded manually 
and then moved by means of chain drive down a line and dipped 
into various plating solutions.  This, Mr. Thorp said, was much 
slower and was generally used for larger parts that could be 
hung from the racks. 

At MRC the writer toured the facilities and discussed an 
automated tracer loading facility that MRC is building for 
Frankford Arsenal on subcontract to G+W. 

Conclusions 5 Recommendations: 

The lines were very interesting - however, it is felt that 
neither operation could fit in with a detonator plating line for 
the following reasons: 

(1) loo many detonators would be congrepated in one place. 
(2) the plating is basically a slow batch type operation 

that must be done in large quantities to achieve the 
1200 per min. desired rate. 

(3) detonator incienunts do not have the basic strength 
to survive the banging around they'd receive in the 
polyethylene baskets. 

(4) there are many questions to be answered: 
a) safety of the plate operation ... 
b) water proofing of the detonator increments ... 
c) integrity of the plate operation ... 

Action Taken: 

In view of the above, it is felt that the consideration of 
electroplating, of detonators can be dropped and this engineer 
concurs with Mr. Friedland of G+U. 

H. Wanger 
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